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Then, the role played by some parameters such as the
number of periods, the thicknesses of the constituent
materials and the operating temperature are of interest here.

The probable smart window is designed for low-tempe-
rature applications. It can easily change its transmission pro-
perties by changing the angle of incident. Figure 2 shows
the significant effect of the angle of incidence on the trans-
mission characteristics of the design. At θ = 10◦ we find
more than 90% of visible light and near 80% of IR are trans-
mitted. On the other side, as the angle of incidence increased
to 60◦ the significant effect of the angle of incidence on
the transmittance characteristics is obtained as shown in
Fig. 2a. The figure shows that more than 80% of visible
light is transmitted which completely blocks most of the IR
radiation. It is due to the superconducting photonic crystals.

Then, we investigate in Fig. 2b and c the transmittance
properties for a broad effect of the angle of incidence. It
is observed that at low angle, both visible light and near
IR are almost transmitted through the current design. As
the angle increases, the transmittance of longer wavelengths
decreases due to the shift of the PBG toward the longer
wavelengths as the angle increases. The previous effect is
very helpful in blocking longer wavelengths while keeping
the shorter wavelengths pass. Thus, we could adjust our
smart window to a certain large angle that blocks all near IR
and allows visible light to pass. Whereas, for adjusting the
angle of incidence to a certain small angle, it can pass both
IR and visible light. Wherefore, our structure could act as a
smart window which provides warmth and light as well as
light without heat.

Fig. 2 Transmittance of
superconductor metallic
photonic crystal smart window
at N = 5 and T = 92 K; a. The
transmittance at angle 10◦ and
60◦, b. The transmittance with
smooth variation of the angle
from 0◦ up to 90◦ and c. The
impact of changing the angle on
percentage of transmitted
spectrum
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Then, we discuss the effect of the operating temperature
on the response of the transmission spectra as shown in
Fig. 3. The figure shows that the operating temperature has
a distinct effect on the transmission values. As the operating
temperature varies from 92 to 90 K, the transmission
values are suffering from significant decrements in both
visible light and IR wavelengths as shown in Fig. 3a.
Here, the transmittance response of visible light is almost
unaffected by the two values of the angle of incidence.
On the other side, the transmittance values in the IR
region are strongly affected especially at θ = 10◦. The
further variation of temperature from T = 92 to 88 K
leads to more changes of the transmittance and shift of
the PBG toward the shorter wavelengths as shown in
Fig. 3b. The transmission response of our structure with the
operating temperature is closely linked to (1) and (2) As the
value of the operating temperature decreases, the London
penetration depth decreases and the refractive index of the
superconductor material begins to take a new offering. This
effect is strongly affecting the transmittance properties of
our design especially in the IR region. Thus, the current
design needs to prepare at high operating temperature
instead of a low one to keep the high values of transmission.

Figure 4 demonstrates the effect of thicknesses of the
constituent materials on the transmission spectra of our

smart window. First, the variation of the superconductor
layer thickness at a constant value of the metallic layer
thickness (d2 = 2 nm). A d1 = 230 to 220 nm is
considered. Figure 4a indicates that the transmittance values
are suffering from limited decrements in both visible light
and IR regions compared with the results investigated in
Fig. 2a. At d1 = 240 nm, the transmission values at θ0 =
10◦ begin to increase with comparison results obtained in
Fig. 4a. At θ0 = 60◦, the PBG formed in the IR re-
gions begins to shift toward the visible light, as shown in
Fig. 4b. Then, the variation of the metallic layer thickness
at a constant value of the superconductor layer having the
thickness of d1 = 230 nm is noted. As d2 decreases to 1.5
nm, there are significant enhancements in the transmission
values for both IR and visible light, as shown in Fig. 4c
compared with results in Fig. 2a. At θ0 = 10◦, the
transmittance values in the wavelength region from 400
to 1300 nm increased by more than 5%. For θ0 = 60◦,
the transmittance in the visible light increases from 82.4
to 88.7% and the PBG in the IR region becomes less
sharp. As d2 increases to 2.5 nm, an obvious decrement
in the transmission values is obtained besides the PBG
shift downward the visible light wavelengths as shown
in Fig. 4d. Wherefore, the thicknesses of the constituent
materials represent an essential parameter in controlling

Fig. 3 The effect of the
operating temperature on the
transmittance response of our
design at; a. T = 90 and; b 88 K
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Fig. 4 The effect of the
thicknesses of the constituent
materials on the transmission
spectra of our smart window at,
a. d1 = 220 nm and d2 = 2 nm,
b. d1 = 240 nm and d2 = 2 nm,
c. d1 = 230 nm and d2 = 1.5 nm
and, d. d1 = 230 nm and d2 =
2.5 nm
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Fig. 5 Transmittance properties
of current design at different
numbers of periods: a N = 4
and b 6

the transmission characteristics. Moreover, the results of
the investigation from Fig. 4c is considered the most
appropriate to use for a novel smart window.

Finally, we discussed the effect of the number of periods
on the transmittance. Figure 5a shows that the PBG became
less sharpness at N = 4 compared with the results
investigated in Fig. 2a. Moreover, the transmittance values
out of the PBG are almost unaffected. For N = 6, the PBG
becomes sharper, as shown in Fig. 5b.

4 Conclusions

In the present work, we have used the well-known charac-
teristic matrix method and the two-fluid model to introduce
a novel type of smart window that has very promising fea-
tures in low-temperature applications. The proposed smart
window is designed from the onedimensional superconduc-
tor metallic PCs. The numerical results show that the present
design has a great ability to control the propagation of the
incident electromagnetic waves of wavelengths from visible
light to IR. Moreover, it has high sensitivity to the variation
of the angle of incidence. At small values of the angle of
incidence most of the visible light and IR are transmitted.
As the angle of incidence increases to certain values, the
blocking of IR is investigated. In addition, the transmittance

values could be optimized depending on different parame-
ters such as the operating temperature and the thicknesses
of the constituent materials. Wherefore, our design could be
desirable as a smart widow. Thus, it could be helpful in the
process of power saving especially in space exploration and
satellites.
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Abstract
In this paper, a novel fiber is proposed to support few linearly polarized (LP) modes, with the feature of a circular ring-shaped
core filled by liquid. This fiber supports four LP modes: LP01, LP02, LP31 and LP11. The properties of all spatial modes are
numerically analyzed by considering the different optical parameters such as confinement loss, dispersion and differential
modal delay (DMD) at different temperatures. The obtained results show that the proposed fiber reduces the confinement loss
as well as DMD over the entire range of the C-band. The same characteristics are also investigated and optimized at 1.55
μm in the temperature range 20–80 °C. Both confinement loss and DMD evidently decrease with temperature leading to the
possibility of using this type of fibers as temperature sensors.

Keywords Few-mode fiber · Linearly polarized fiber · Group velocity dispersion · Differential modal delay · Temperature
sensor

1 Introduction

Various concepts were demonstrated to enhance the capac-
ity of the optical communication systems. In this track, in
order to satisfy the new developments in optical commu-
nication systems, a new trend of multiplexing technology
called spatial division multiplexing SDM system is used. It
is classified as mode-division multiplexing system (MDM)
and few-mode fiber (FMF) systems. Both the techniques are
accomplished by inducing spatial modes of the channels to
increases the information carrying of the system. The sense
of increasing bit rate with dependence on the number of
modes in a channel (virtual core) multiplied into a number
of channels has attracted many researchers on MDM [1]. To
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date, the gain equalization usingMDM transmission systems
has been implemented [2]. The lowest coding complexity in
weakly coupled multicore fibers with the lowest achievable
information per unit area [3] is enhanced by multiple-input
and multiple-output configuration (MIMO) [4–8] in various
network architectures. Later, FMF based wavelength divi-
sion multiplexing (WDM) [9], erbium doped fiber amplifier
(EDFA) based few-mode system [10] has been developed.
Cross talk between the propagation modes are considered as
the decaying factor for the system performance, and reducing
cross talk is the most critical issue for long-haul SDM trans-
mission system, and this cross talk effect can be mitigated by
MIMO configurations but its computational complexity and
power consumption cause increase in the differential modal
delay (DMD). In past decades, the minimal DMD has been
achieved using graded-index profile (GIP) fibers [11, 12].

In that scenario, the other path to evolve the SDM system
is to design the multicore fiber such that multiple modes
could be generated in a single-mode profile with the help
of creating another region known as ring core (RC) profile.
The characteristics of RC profiles lead to the choice of a
fiber design with either annular profile or RC profile with
high index contrast that results in generating multiple spatial
modes with minimal amount of DMD and suppressing of
modes even for long transmission as well. Recently, ring core
fiber (RCF) [12] has been designed for the lane of MDM
systems with constraint number of linearly polarized (LP)
modes.
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In this profile, supporting two LP modes [13], three LP
modes [14] and four LP modes [15] is developed. In gen-
eral, generating LP modes has the constraint whether it has
radial modes or azimuthal modes. Mainly, the ring structure
deals with diameter as well as thickness. These two parame-
ters are optimized for azimuthal modes, whereas thickness is
only considered for radial modes [16], but it depends on the
modal intensity behavior. However, the high index contrast
has been involved in some uniformity of fiber parameters
which are indirectly tailored for low-mode coupling as well
as minimal DMD. Keeping the condition of high index con-
trast, the one of future approach of RCFs will be the liquid
core by the effect of Tyndall and Babinet [17]. Later, Altkorn
et al. [18] demonstrated the liquid-filled core into Teflon cap-
illary tube showing the low loss which relatively exhibits the
better performance in correlation to low DMD and further
liquid-filled core optical fibers have been extended also in
sensing applications [19].

In this article, RCFs have been proposed for four spa-
tial modes as in that case of three spatial modes [14] and are
filled with liquid taking temperature dependence into consid-
eration. Various optical characteristics are investigated such
as loss, dispersion and DMD. The importance of tempera-
ture comes with its effect on the physical characteristics of
the fiber which can be realized from the previous work. The
liquid-filled cores of the fiber [17] are used to increase the
refractive index that traces the consideration of temperature
as a prominent parameter of interest leading to its use as a
temperature sensor. These liquids filled core fibers can be
used not only in case of low loss but also is specified in other
telecommunication areas like switching, data transmission
and optical signal processing. Hence these kinds of fibers are
unavoidable for the current way of research focuses toward
transformation to all optical processing and the need for liq-
uid filled core fibers are unavoidable.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Sec-
tion 2 presents the RCF basic model. The numerical results
are shown and discussed in Sect. 3. The differential modal
delay is explained and analyzed in Sect. 4. Section 5 is
devoted for the main conclusions.

2 RCFmodeling

The refractive index profile of the proposed RCF is shown in
Fig. 1. The core diameter is 2a, and the low refractive index
region diameter in the center of the core is d. The proposed
refractive index profile has the lower and higher refractive
indices. The lower refractive index is considered with silica
whose dispersion relation as a function ofwavelength is given
byEq. (1),whereas the higher index is filled by a temperature-
dependent liquid.

Fig. 1 Refractive index profile of the proposed RC fiber

The silica temperature-dependent refractive index is rep-
resented by Sellmeier dispersion relation [20]:

n2 �
(
1.351552 + 6.90754 × 10−6T

)

+

(
0.788404 + 23.5835 × 10−6T

)
λ2

λ2 − (
0.0110199 + 0.584758 × 10−6T

)

+

(
0.91316 + 0.54868 × 10−6T

)
λ2

λ2 − 100
(1)

where λ is the free space wavelength inμm and T is the tem-
perature in °C. The temperature-sensitive liquids filled into
the ring core have a refractive index of 1.65 at room temper-
ature (25 °C). Its refractive index is tunable between 20 and
80 °C with a temperature gradient coefficient of dn/dT �−
0.000465/°C [21].

The cross-sectional view of the liquid-filled ring core fiber
is also shown in Fig. 2. Though many liquid core fibers
have been proposed for temperature measurements [22, 23]
for sensing applications, the proposed fiber procures some
important parameters in order to show its betterment opti-
cal characteristics for the communication applications. Such
that the earlier literature [22, 23] has discussed only about
the property of sensing the temperature of the given liquid,
whereas other main parameters such as mode index, con-
finement loss, dispersion, differential modal delay (DMD)
are considered for this proposed fiber design. In addition to
that, the high degree of temperature-dependent liquid is infil-
trated in selecting hollow ring core channel by the method
followed in [23]. The fabrication feasibility of the hollow
RCF by Brunet [24] using modified chemical vapor deposi-
tion (MCVD) process and fiber drawing facilities with Gregg
[25] have given the attainable, clear picture of fabrication
clues.

The relative refractive index difference between the core
and cladding is simply defined as:
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Fig. 2 Cross-sectional view of ring core fiber

� � n2core − n2cladd
2n2core

(2)

Using Eq. (2), the mode number guided by the proposed
fiber is expressed in terms of eigenvalue equations when the
equation is approximated as�1. It is given by,

v(1 − b)1/2
Jl+1

[
V (1 − b)

1
2

]

Jl
[
V (1 − b)

1
2

] � V (b)1/2
Kl+1

[
V (b)1/2

]

Kl
[
V (b)1/2

] ,

(3)

where the normalized V parameter is defined as

V � 2π

λ
ancore

√
�, (4)

where J andK in Eq. (3) define the Bessel function and mod-
ified Bessel functions of order l and the term b is expressed
in Eq. (8).

For the proposed structure, the V -number decides the
mode propagation, where it confines the mode behavior of
the fundamental modes (LP01) to the higher order modes.
In deep analysis, the propagation of the LP01, LP11, LP31
and LP02 modes has been prolonged for the framed wave-
length region irrespective of the material, whereas LP02 has
the closest behavior with LP21 for the proposed structure as
represented in [15]. Other higher order modes have not been
considered due to their low propagation intensity with high
delay. Hence, the following optical characteristics have been
constricted only with the four modes (LP01, LP11, LP31 and
LP02).

3 Numerical results

Todetermine the guidedmodes, the fundamentalmode,LP01,
and its higher order modes are generated at the operating
wavelength for the dimension specified in Table 1.

Table 1 Dimension of the proposed index profile

Core diameter 2a 14 μm

Thickness of core d 3.5 μm

In Fig. 2, the effective mode index has been calculated to
show the field strength of different LP modes. The effective
mode index is calculated by the finite element method (FEM)
using COMSOL multiphysics software. The propagation
mode is also dependent on the fiber V -number. Each mode
propagates for the correspondingwavelength 1.25–1.6μmat
different temperatures (20–80 °C). The maximum refractive
index of liquid at 20 °C is calculated as 1.645. Similarly,
it is calculated as minimum of 1.617 while increasing at
80 °C. Whenever the silica solid core is influenced by the
temperature, the inner liquid core also gets influenced and
then the corresponding refractive index values are changed as
per Eq. (1) and expression of the thermo-optic coefficient. By
FEManalysis, the different mode index values for eachmode
are noted and observed which decrease with the increases of
wavelength from 1.25 to 1.6 μm. The numerical analysis is
followed for all propagation modes keeping wavelength as
1.55 μm and varying the temperature from 20 to 80 °C as
shown in Fig. 3.

From Figs. 2 and 3, it is clear that the variation of indi-
vidual modes with temperature is uniform due to the fiber
circular symmetry. The index distributions of LP01, LP11,
LP31 and LP02 also have uniform variation due to the high
index contrast of the fiber structure.

Another comparative study is considered for the effec-
tive index of LP modes at 40 °C in the wavelength region
1.2–1.6 μm. This is displayed in Fig. 4 which depicts
the effect of minimal cross talk between the propagation
modes.

Figure 5 clearly depicts that themaximummode index dis-
tribution is dominated by fundamental modes (LP01). Apart
from that and according to the confinement property, the other
spatial mode is distinguished by its effective index values.
Depending upon the index difference of the spatial modes,
the speed and delay can be calculated. The other LP modes
index variation is less than that of the fundamental modes
and is given by the relational order of LP01 >LP11 >LP31
>LP02.

The absorption or confinement loss coefficient, in dB/km,
can be obtained by considering the imaginary part of refrac-
tive index, Im(neff), of the following equation [26]:

α(x, y) � 8.868 × 2π

λ
Im(neff) × 103 (5)

where λ is the wavelength in μm.
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Fig. 3 Variation of effective index with wavelength for LP modes at
different temperatures in RCF. a LP01, b LP11, c LP31 and d LP02

The confinement loss for each mode at different tem-
peratures in the wavelength range 1.2–1.6 μm is shown in
Fig. 5. The confinement loss produces the variation in imag-
inary part of effective mode index at different temperatures
20–80 °C. In general, the confinement loss is calculated to
analyze the decay presence in the field strength and it gives

Fig. 4 Mode index variation of LP spatial modes with the function of
temperature at λ � 1.55μm

Fig. 5 Effective index versus wavelength for different LP modes at
40 °C

that information about the fraction of optical energy bounded
other than core region. The confinement loss for eachmode at
different temperatures in the wavelength range (1.2–1.6μm)
is shown in Fig. 5. The confinement loss produces the vari-
ation of field strength at different temperatures (20–80 °C)
where the fundamental modes (LP01) and LP11 mode have
the same behavior; for example, losswill be highwith respect
to temperature and the higher modes LP02 and LP31 have the
same variation with respect to temperature such that the field
strength loss is reduced with the function of wavelength. The
loss is also calculated with the function of temperature keep-
ing the wavelength as constant as shown in Fig. 6.

The effective index and confinement loss of the four spa-
tial modes on RCF profile give the behavior of individual
LP modes as a function of wavelength. The other most sig-
nificant parameters in optical fibers used in optical fiber
communications are the group delay as well as the group
velocity resulting in the group velocity dispersion that affects
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Fig. 6 Confinement loss against wavelength of a LP01, b LP02, c LP11
and d LP31 modes in RCF

the transmitted signal. The group velocity dispersion can be
obtained by [27]

Fig. 7 Confinement loss analysis of LP spatial modes with the function
of temperature at λ � 1.55μm

D � −λ

C

d2neff
dλ2

(6)

Since the effective index is different for each LP mode,
accordingly, each mode has its own propagation velocity.
Consequently, the group velocity dispersion is different for
eachmode. It also changes with temperature. This is clarified
in Fig. 7.

In Fig. 8a, one can notice that the wavelength-dependent
dispersion decreases with the temperature increase in the
LP01 mode which shows that the variation of dispersion
merely uniform behavior over the C-band region gives neg-
ative dispersion approximately 1.2–1.53 μm. It then reaches
the near-zero dispersion at 1.55μm, and finally, it goes to the
positive dispersion at longer wavelengths. This same charac-
teristic is also followed by the LP11 mode shown in Fig. 8b.
Concerning the LP12 mode, Fig. 8c shows that near-zero dis-
persion occurs at 1.34 μm, and then, it goes to the positive
dispersion at higher wavelengths. Most of the values of dis-
persion of the LP13 are positive as indicated in Fig. 8d.

4 Differential modal delay

The other modal parameter is known as differential modal
delay (DMD) which can be calculated for any two distinct
modes. In this study, we consider the LP11 and LP02 modes.
Regarding the temperature effect on DMD, we consider its
dependence on the effective index. Then, we study this effect
on the DMD between the two mentioned modes.

The DMD in the wavelength range of 1.25–1.6 μm can
be obtained through the parameter Γ , where [15]

Γ � ncore
c

(
1 + �

d(Vbvm)

dV

)
(7)
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Fig. 8 Dispersion variation with wavelength at different temperatures
for a LP01, b LP11, c LP02 and d LP31

Fig. 9 Diffirential modal delay (DMD) against wavelength at different
temperatures for: a LP11 and b LP02

and

DMD � ΓLP01 − ΓLPvm (8)

where bvm is the normalized propagation constant of the vm
mode, given by

bvm � n2eff,vm − n22
n21 − n22

, (9)

neff,vm is the effective index of the vm mode and c corre-
sponds to its celerity.

Based onEqs. (6–8), theDMDas a function ofwavelength
for the LP11 and LP02 modes of an RCF is presented in Fig. 9.

Figure 9 shows that the DMD decreases from −40 to
−170 ps/km for the LP11 mode when the temperature
increases from 20 to 80 °C at 1.25 μm. The same behav-
ior occurs for the LP02 mode, where the DMD decreases
from −85 to −210 ps/km in the same interval of tempera-
ture and at 1.25μm. The temperature effect is easily depicted
in Fig. 9. Thus, we can use this property as a prototype of
FMF temperature sensor. From this study, it is inferred that
the arrival time of fiber modes at any receiver point is also
dependent upon the temperatures. The change of the DMD
can be measured on the received part of any FMF.
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5 Conclusion

We explore the fiber core profile in order to support vari-
ous spatial LP modes. In addition, the profile is embedded
in the form of waveguide to carry four modes. The temper-
ature effect on the modes has been analyzed. It is inferred
that the RCF structure gives the best approximation to study
the influence of temperature over the C-band. The effect of
temperature on the dispersion and especially on the DMD
values of LP11 and LP02 modes has been numerically inves-
tigated. It is shown that the DMDdecreases with temperature
increase. In that considerations, this kind of RCF can also be
used for suppressing mode coupling in communication as
well as sensing applications.
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Abstract
This article discusses the tri-core photonic crystal micro-
structure fiber for the process of simultaneous sensing
for salinity and temperature of water substances. This
kind of microstructure is preferred in many sensing appli-
cation to scale the detection process in micrometer range.
In this novel sensor, the sensitivity is calculated through
coupling mechanism by tracking wavelength shift of var-
ious concentrations of salinity and temperature using
finite element method. The sensible samples are in liquid
and are infiltrated into the framed hollow cavity. Based

on the coupling principle between silica substrate and the
analyte material, the sense of the salt as well as tempera-
ture is obtained. Finally, it is noted that sensitivity of the
salt level in water as 5404.9 nm/RIU for x polarization
direction and 5674 nm/RIU for y polarization direction
have been calculated with the temperature sensitivity of
4 nm/�C in the same water substances.

KEYWORDS

finite element method, photonic crystal fiber, sensitivity and coupling

mechanism

1 | INTRODUCTION

Temperature and salinity of seawater are essential parame-
ters in oceanology and Marine dynamics.1 Salinity is nothing
but the indication of various minerals as noted in Ref. 2. The
most predominant substance in salt water is sodium chloride
which is the desirable parameters for the denoting the salt
level. In the standard case, a salt level of 35% which is con-
sidered as an average salinity can be found in seawater for
the temperature degree of 0�C. Such crucial parameter can
be sensed by total dissolved solids3 and electrical conductiv-
ity of saltwater4 but this could be identified as macro range
of level sensing.

In advancement of technology, Fiber optic-based salinity
sensor has made a greater attention as its having multitude
promising performances for the interference, highly sensible,
compact in proposing and supportive waveguide medium.
With this convenient, micro ring and photonic crystal based
structural were experimentally proposed and monitored for
the application of salinity and temperature sensing for
seawater as stated in Refs. 5–10. In addition, simultaneous
measurements for dual sensing is used by fiber Bragg
grating (FBG),11 surface plasmon resonance dip probe,12

microfiber directional coupler,13 ring resonator with poly-
mide/hydrogel-coated photonic crystal fiber (PCF),14 direc-
tional coupler based micro/nanofibers,15 high-birefringence
elliptic fiber,16 Fabry- Perot interferometer,17 Mach-Zhender
interferometer,18 and D-Shaped PCF.19 Though the salinity
sensor using photonic crystal was explored in our previous
article,7 as the presented research has another big issue such
that the salt level water also will contain some degree of
temperature which was not detailed and discribed in the
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previous research article. While using this sensor at the sea
and groud water surface, the important denotation is required
to be addressed as how amount of heat the samples of water
contian along with the salt level concentration. The real time
problem investigation is of advantages to pursue further
research, where it can offer new problem solutions in terms
of simultaneous testing salt and temperature in the single
PCF device.

In this work, a PCF-based dual parameter sensor is pro-
posed by which one can easily sense the nanometer size of
salt particle along with the temperature which present in the
water molecules. Those sensing mechanisms are introduced
by coupling the sensible parameter with the base glass mate-
rial silica whose dispersion relation is taken from.7 Initially
the silica base material has sophisticated with running of air
holes. Later the chosen air holes are infiltrated by the sam-
ples of water to detect the various concentrations of salt and
temperature simultaneously and those cavities has notated
and marked as upper core (Red circle in Figure 1) and lower
core (yellow circle in Figure 1). The principle of sensing is
based on the coupling action taken place between the silica
base material to the sample one whose salt level concentra-
tion indirectly denoted by the its corresponding refractive
index values. Such that, the proposed sensor also denoted as
refractive index sensor for the salinity as well as temperature
detection. The variation analysis of salt concentration is
noted by refractive index values as it dealt the photonic ter-
minology. By calculating the loss spectra as well as trans-
mission spectra, the shift variation in response to the
different concentration of salt contained liquid, the sensitiv-
ity is numerically obtained. As the proposed structure is
formed with tri core action, and the silica core makes bire-
fringence effect, the salinity in seawater is calculated and
obtained for 2 different (X & Y) polarizations which are in
2 different directions of x and y as 5404.9 nm/RIU and 5674
nm/RIU, respectively. For the temperature detection, in the
seawater, the refractive index varies with respect to changes

in the temperature at fixed salt level concentration, as tem-
perature sensitivity of 4 nm/�C could be obtained.

2 | STRUCTURAL DESIGN

Figure 1 shows the schematic representation of Tri core
forming PCF and all air holes formed in a triangular spacing
with pitch constant of 2.0 μm. The diameter of the air holes
in the left and right sides of the silica core is d1 = 2.2 μm.
To induce the birefringence effect, the initial diameter of the
air hole from the second layer is reduced to d2 = 0.6 μm
(indicated in yellow color) and d3 = 0.4 μm with an infiltra-
tion of liquid samples to form the liquid mode propagation
which act as a defect mode. The diameter of cladding air
holes is assigned as d = 1.4 μm which support to induce the
silica mode in the substrate of the PCF sensor for different
polarization as shown in Figure 2. The background material
of the fiber is fused silica, which is calculated by the selli-
mier equation as,20

n2 λ,Tð Þ¼ 1:31552+ 6:90754 × 10−6T
� �

+
0:788404+ 23:5835× 10−6T
� �

λ2

λ2− 0:0110199+ 0:584758× 10−6T
� �

+
0:91316+ 0:548368× 10−6T
� �

λ2

λ2−100
� �

ð1Þ

where n is the effective reactive index dependent on wave-
length λ in micrometer (μm) and temperature T in degree
Celsius (�C). Moreover, the sea water effective refractive
index is also a function of salinity21 which can be computed
by the equation which relate the salt concentration, refractive
index and temperature as followed in Ref. 7. In Figure 2A
refers the silica mode propagation, Figure 2B refers the liquid
propagation and Figure 2C refers the coupling actions hap-
pened between the glass and analyte modes for x- polarization.
Similarly, the mode coupling is existed for y-polarization as

FIGURE 1 Model of tri-core proposed PCF sensor [Colour
figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

FIGURE 2 Different mode propagation of the tricore PCF for
both silica and liquid mode [Colour figure can be viewed at
wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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shown in Figure 2D-F, respectively. For certain a wavelength,
few propagation modes is excited. During the propagation
mode, total transmitted optical power bounded inside the core
region. For every propagation of mode, it may contain imagi-
nary part. From these imaginary parts, the confinement loss
has been rigorously computed. The expression is given as
follows

α x,yð Þ¼ 8:686×
2π
λ

× Im neff½ �×106 ð2Þ

The investigation procedure has been started by finding
the effective refractive index. In the above-mentioned
Figure 3 inside the PCF there exist 2 types of air holes with
diameter d2 and d3 μm. These holes are infiltrated with the
sea water of various concentrations. When the optical power
is pumped the interaction between the sea water and light
has occurred. As a result of such types of the evanescent
field is found. For each fundamental propagation modes
there arise 2 types of polarization like X- and Y-polarization.

In Figure 3, the operating wavelength vs effective refrac-
tive index or effective index (Y polarization) has been plot-
ted. Where X axis presenting the wavelength and the left
and right side of the Y axis presenting the real and imaginary
effective index. In the same figure blue and black line dis-
tinctly presenting the real art of silica and a liquid core. Due
to the increment of wavelength, these 2 lines are downward
making the slope negative. A very interesting this is noticed
here, after the wavelength of 0.6 μm both curves are crossing
with each other. From this point, it can be easily inferred that
optical power equally distributed between silica core and a
liquid core. Nonetheless, the silica core effective refractive
index imaginary part can be presented by another curved
which can be seen in red color. This curves sharply rising
due to the increment of the wavelength. Here the maximum
loss of is found at wavelength λ = 0.625 μm. After that the
curves making a downward slope in Figure 3. This peak

wavelength is very crucial for sensing applications. It is
noted that temperature 25�C and 0% concentration have been
ensured during these investigations. The similar phenome-
non has been noticed in Figure 4 for fundamental X-polari-
zation. Here the equally distributed optical power is found
near at the wavelength 0.66 μm.

Silica is the base material of the PCF-based temperature
sensor. The amorphous crystalline silica has a high level of
melting point is about 1670�C. Although the melting point
of is very extreme but the temperature detection range lim-
ited inside the range from 0�C to 65�C. Nevertheless, the
maximum temperature detection range is 65�C which is very
low compared with the melting point of silica. Moreover, the
base materials refractive index is very temperature insensi-
tive so is more convenient for practical applications.

Figure 5A is plotted for the Y polarization with loss
spectra by the operating wavelength range 0.60-0.70 μm.
Here all curves presenting the same value near to
160 dB/m. In the meantime, similarly, the loss spectrum for
fundamental X polarization has been plotted in
Figure 5B. The maximum loss of 160 dB/m and 145 dB/m
has been derived from the 65�C at λ = 0.69 and 0.66 μm by
ensuring the salt level concentration 0% for Y and X polari-
zation, respectively.

In the module of the investigation process various 0%,
20%, 40%, 60%, and 80% salt level concentrations have been
carefully injected into the targeted air holes. In Figure 6A,B,
confinement loss vs wavelength has been plotted with vari-
ous salt level by ensuring temperature T = 25�C for X and
Y polarization respectively. For fundamental X polarization
peak wavelength founds inside the wavelength range
1.06-1.18 μm where loss spectrum value fluctuated inside
the range 700-950 dB/m. From the same figure, it can be
anticipated that salt level with 0% concentration is provides
the maximum loss of 950 dB/m at λ = 1.18 μm at T = 25�C.
Besides for Y polarization, peak values of the wavelength

FIGURE 3 Y-polarization (real and imaginary part of effective
index with wavelength at 25�C and 0% concentration) [Colour
figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

FIGURE 4 X-polarization (real and imaginary part of effective
index with wavelength at 25�C and 0% concentration) [Colour
figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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are inside 0.93-1.02 μm. For various sea levels, 0% concen-
tration gives the maximum loss.

The peak wavelength and wavelength shift of the pro-
posed sensor have been examined by monitoring different
temperature and seawater concentration values. Figure 7A
represents the relationship among confinement loss spectrum
peak wavelength variations for various present temperatures
of the salt in the seawater in both x- and y-polarization. It
is nicely depicted that the peak wavelength of x- than

y-polarization is sharply increasable for the increment of
temperature. On the other hand, the Figure 7B shows the
peak wavelength variations perspective to seawater concen-
tration of the salt in the seawater from 0% to 80%. It is
clearly visualized that the peak wavelength changing is
downward for the increment of seawater concentration per-
centage. Y-polarization exhibits a high peak wavelength
value than x-polarization. Unfold fact that the peak wave-
length shows good linearity in the temperature measurement

FIGURE 5 Loss spectrum: (A) Y- polarization (at 0% concentration with various temperatures) and (B) X- polarization (at 0%
concentration with various temperatures) [Colour figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

FIGURE 6 (A) X-polarization (at 25�C with various concentrations), (B) Y- polarization (at 25�C with various concentrations) [Colour
figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

FIGURE 7 A, Optical power transmittance dependence on the operable wavelength λp over a temperature range from 25�C to 65�C. B,
Operable wavelength λp over a concentration range from 0% to 80% [Colour figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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range of 25�C-65�C and seawater concentration range of
0%-80%.

The magnitudes of the wavelength shift of the proposed
sensor vs seawater concentrations and temperatures are pre-
sented in Figure 8A,B, respectively. Both cases of seawater
concentration and temperature variations, the wavelength shift
shows good linearity in the measurement range of 25�C-65�C
temperature and 0%-80% seawater concentration. The calcu-
lated value shows the wavelength shifting of 20 nm for both x
and y polarization directions respectively for the seawater
which has a 20% salt level. The highest wavelength of 42 nm
is received at 65� temperatures for both x- and y-polarization,
respectively. Note that our model describes the good linearity
behavior of the sensor device with sea water concentration
percentages and temperatures, respectively. In addition, simu-
lated values of temperature sensitivity of the wavelength shift
are in good agreement with previously published articles. It is
evident that our proposed structure significantly explains all
the essential features of the proposed sensor.

3 | CONCLUSION

This research aimed to details and explains a proposed simul-
taneous measurement of salinity and temperature in seawater
with enhanced sensitivity using tri-core PCF and modeled by
finite element method. We have proposed 2 coupling region,
first one coupling action between in upper core and silica core
for salinity measurement with respect various concentration
of salinity (0%-80%) at fixed temperature, second coupling
between lower core and silica core for temperature measure-
ment with respect various range of temperature (25�C-65�C)
under coupled mode theory and evaluate seawater condition
with help of shift of peak wavelength and sensitivity. The
results show that salinity and temperature sensitivities reach
to 5404.9 nm/RIU for x and 5674 nm/RIU for y polarization
directions, where the temperature sensitivity is 4 nm/�C in
seawater, which is higher than of FBG, knot resonator, and
directional coupler-based microstructure fiber. It can be

expected that sensitivity can be further improved by optimiz-
ing the structural parameters of proposed tri-core PCF.
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A B S T R A C T

In this research, the proposed design presents the compact sensing performances while infiltrating the blood
fluid in the central hole of the D-shaped elliptical dual-core photonic crystal fiber (PCF) configuration. The
properties such as index difference, coupling length, and transmission spectrum pertains the sensing property of
the blood plasma cell. The proposed sensor can detect plasma by finite element method (FEM) which can be
utilized to detect the variation of plasmon of light using plasma materials.

Introduction

Photonic crystal fiber (PCF’s) makes a greater impact in the sensing
applications. In general, dual-core structured based PCF and high
nonlinear PCF [1,2] has proven promising sensing performances. Re-
cently, the PCF based biosensor was proposed for blood and glucose
sensor [3–5]. Various applications in photonics use the PCFs and also
the PCF-based devices because these devices in tailored and flexible
microstructures can control and manipulate the electromagnetic ra-
diation very well. For different practical applications, it is essential to
develop PCF fabrication technology. These applications can be such
high power delivery, optical communication, supercontinuum genera-
tion, optical sensing, and medical imaging. Optical fiber sensor tech-
nology is very popular in medical application. The major advantages of
fiber optic sensor are its withstanding capacity over high temperatures,
wide detecting range, aggressive or explosive chemicals, immunity,
strong electromagnetic fields (e.g. MRI), ionizing radiation and high
sensitivity. The FPC sensor is an emerging technology in the photonics
area, as it can be constructed in 1-D, 2-D, and 3-D crystals. Mostly re-
searchers are working on PCF sensor compared to the conventional
fiber sensors due to its high confinement field, compact sensing, and
single-mode generation for many reasons such as a better propagation

performance, tunable birefringence, easy fabrication, adjustable dis-
persion and wide effective mode area [6–10]. In 2005, Chen et al. [11]
proposed the detection of Hb in sugar solution by using long-period
fiber grating with etched cladding.

Noninvasive Hb concentration measurement technique which in-
volves the ratio between Impedance Plethysmography (IPG) and
Photoplethysmography (PPG) was reported [12]. The surface plasmon
resonance biosensor based on detecting Hb concentration in aqueous
solutions was proposed [13]. Luigi et al. [14] reported the coincidence
using the full wave simulation, where the Oxyhemoglobin and Deox-
ygenated hemoglobin had the main absorbance peaks. In this article,
the dual-core based central cavity region encompasses D-PCF is pro-
posed. In addition, the filling samples are also sensed by calculating the
X and Y- polarization in terms of index difference, coupling length and
transmission spectrum. All the numerical simulation is effectively per-
formed by the finite element method (FEM). The present study shows
the numerical properties of the sensing method using D-shaped ellip-
tical dual-core PCF as shown in Fig. 1 with mode distribution shown in
Fig. 2. A hole carrying plasma for sensing placed between these twin
core structures is shown in Fig. 1. The main theme of the proposed
sensor is to detect plasma by FEM and creates plasmon to detect the
variation of absorption of light by expected plasma materials. The
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properties such as the index difference, coupling length, and trans-
mission spectrum pertains the sensing property of the blood plasma
cell. The main goal of the study is to evaluate the result of the coupling
length of twin core, transmission spectrum and density level sensitivity
(nm/gL−1) by calculating the effective RI (Refractive Index) in different
supermodes of x-y polarization of the D-Shaped SPR PCF plasma sensor.
These modes are classified in two groups: (a) even modes (nxeven, nyeven)
and (b) odd modes (nxodd, nyodd) for the proposed SPR PCF and their
polarization are shown in Fig. 2.

Design and sensing analysis

The dimension of the structure is optimized from [1] and their
properties are shown in Figs. 3–8 respectively.

The sensing performance is investigated by generating the different

polarization (x and y) and its fabrication possibility followed by
[15,16]. While infiltrating the fluid plasma samples in the red dotted
central holes, the properties such as index difference, coupling length,
and transmission spectrum vary for different plasma concentration. The
numerical properties are given with variations of blue, red and yellow
color.

Result analysis and discussion

The proposed work gives the sensing performances for different
plasma concentration using D-shaped elliptical dual-core photonic
crystal fiber and its sensitivity obtained as 5.1 nm/gL−1 and 4.62 nm/
gL−1, the effective RI difference for x-polarization are
Δnx= 1.4×10−6, 2× 10−6, 3.4× 10−6 and Δny=4.3×10−6,
5.5× 10−6, 7.5× 10−6 and the Coupling Length (CL) is Lxc = 0.16m,
0.21m, 0.32m and y-polarization is Lyc = 0.05m, 0.65m, 0.85m for
respective density level from 30 g/L to 10 g/L for x and y- polarization.
It yields promising performances as long as for the variation of bio-
samples.

The main theme of the proposed sensor is to detect plasma by FEM
which detect the variation of absorption of light by using the expected
plasma materials. The main goal of our study is to evaluate the result of
the coupling length of twin core, transmission spectrum and density
level sensitivity (nm/gL−1) by calculating the effective RI (Refractive
Index) in different supermodes.

The calculated RI is derived from Sellmeier equation of RI for fused
silica:
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−
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−

+
−

n λ B λ
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Here, n is the RI of fused silica materials, Sellmeier constants are
respectively B1= 0.696163, B2= 0.4079426, B3= 0.8974794,
C1= 0.0046914826, C2= 0.0135120631 and C3=97.9340025 for si-
lica materials.

The effective RI difference between two supermodes of x and y-
polarization of D-Shaped SPR PCF can be calculated by:

= −n n nΔ | |eo even
i

odd
i (2)

Here, i = x or y- polarization. Using Eq. (2) the variation of RI
difference of two supermodes with respect to the wavelengths for x and
y-polarization with the density level of plasma from 10 g/L to 30 g/L
are shown in corresponding Figs. 3 and 4. The bold solid line depicts the
actual effective RI difference of x and y-polarization for the individual
density level of plasma. It is observed that the effective RI difference of
two supermodes of x and y-polarization of proposed SPR PCF increases

Fig. 1. Model of plasma sensor and its Mode field distribution, sensor structure.

Fig. 2. Model of plasma sensor and its Mode field distribution, mode field
distribution.

Fig. 3. Properties of index difference for X-polarization at the fluid level of 10 g/l, 20 g/l, 30 g/l.
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Fig. 4. Properties of index difference for Y-polarization at the fluid level of 10 g/l, 20 g/l, 30 g/l.

Fig 5. Properties of coupling length for X-polarization at the fluid level of 10 g/l, 20 g/l, 30 g/l.

Fig. 6. Properties of coupling length for Y-polarization at the fluid level of 10 g/l, 20 g/l, 30 g/l.
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as wavelength increases. High-density level of plasma has a higher
index difference curve. At wavelength 0.8 µm, from Figs. 3 and 4, the
effective RI difference of x-polarization are Δnx= 1.4×10−6,
2× 10−6, 3.4× 10−6 and y-polarization are Δny=4.3×10−6,
5.5× 10−6, 7.5× 10−6 for the respective density level of 10 g/L to
30 g/L for plasma.

The Coupling length defines a minimum length at which the max-
imum amount of light can easily pass through from one silica core to
another. The coupling length of twin core Lc for x and y-polarization for
D-shaped SPR PCF is calculated by:

=
−

L λ
n n2| |c

even
i

odd
i (3)

From Eq. (3), we have to calculate the coupling length of the D-
shaped SPR PCF plasma sensor for density level range from 10 g/L to
30 g/L. The density level depends on coupling length derived as a
function of wavelength for x – y polarization is plotted in Figs. 5 and 6.
For a particular wavelength of 0.8 µm, the Coupling Length (CL) for the
proposed design of x-polarization is Lxc = 0.16m, 0.21m, 0.32m and
for y-polarization is Lyc = 0.05m, 0.65 m, 0.85m for respective density
level from 30 g/L to 10 g/L. It is cleared that the coupling length is

inversely proportional to the wavelength.
In order to calculate the sensing of different density level of plasma,

we have to calculate the output optical power pass through from one
silica core to another which is defined by:

= ⎛
⎝
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=P λ sin n n πL
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even odd eo2 2
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where L indicates the total length of the fiber.
When light passing through the fiber, the transmittance can be

calculated by:

=T log P
P

10 ( )r
out

in
10 (5)

Here, Pin is the maximum power fraction of Pout. We have already
observed a small set of three dips of wavelengths for x-polarization at
0.66 µm, 0.72 µm and 0.765 µm with their corresponding density level
of plasma from 30 g/L to 10 g/L and for y-polarization at 0.695 µm,
0.745 µm and 0.7875 µm shown in Figs. 7 and 8 respectively. The
magnitudes of transmittance for x-polarization are −13.8 dB,
−13.9 dB, −14 dB and for y-polarization are −14 dB, −15.8 dB,
−16 dB respective to density level from 30 g/L to 10 g/L.

Fig. 7. Properties of the transmission spectrum for X-polarization at the fluid level of 10 g/l, 20 g/l, 30 g/l.

Fig. 8. Properties of the transmission spectrum for Y-polarization at the fluid level of 10 g/l, 20 g/l, 30 g/l.
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The term sensitivity with respect to density level defined as

=−S nm gL
λ
D

( / )
Δ
Δ

p1
(6)

Here, Δλp is the variation of peak wavelength and ΔD is the varia-
tion of density level of the plasma. Thus, the calculated sensitivity of
plasma is calculated from Eq. (6) is 5.1 nm/gL−1 on fiber length
L=0.26m for x-polarization and 4.62 nm/gL−1 on fiber length
L=0.21m for y-polarization.

Conclusion

In order to achieve maximum plasma sensitivity, optimizing of the
core radius, core diameter, and pitch distance between the air holes in
the cladding has been performed. The maximum shifting of wavelength
occurs with the sudden changing of the density level, thus designing an
asymmetric twin core structure was necessary for further optimization.
The factor of air filling increases for the larger diameter of air hole and
lower pitch value for air hole in the cladding, the super mode is not
confined well into the silica core. It is observed that the sensitivity is
greatly depended on the larger value of transmittance, where the high
transmittance depends on high index difference.

Author contribution

The first and second authors have involved in designing the PCF,
third and fourth authors have taken the numerical calculations and the
last three authors have contributed to organizing the paper as well as
writing the part.

Appendix A. Supplementary material

Supplementary data to this article can be found online at https://
doi.org/10.1016/j.rinp.2019.02.026.
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A B S T R A C T

In this article, the modified add/drop multiplexer system as ring resonator is proposed for optical tweezers
generation. The entire effect is analyzed by the nonlinear existence of the proposed structure. The manipulation
is of major importance and nanometer bandwidth optical tweezers are an effective tool for manipulating in-
dividual particles, where these can be applied for many applications in medical science. The trapping size of the
tweezers varies depending on the bandwidth of the launching pulses, thus particles with nano and micrometer
diameter can be tapped and stored within the system. In this study 10 and 15 nm optical tweezers could be
generated at the drop and active ports of the ring resonator. The proposed ring resonator uses the GaAs wa-
veguide to perform the interferences between the input waves which are the dark and bright solitons.

Introduction

The microring resonators consisting of a modified add/drop multi-
plex can be employed to generate optical tweezers, where the output
intensity of the structure can be tuned by its geometric functions and it
also proofs the optical tweezers effect with aids of add/drop multiplexer
function under the presence of high optical field exertion whose prin-
cipals would be followed by the microscopic focusing light method
[1–4]. The unique characteristics of scaling the matter are nothing but
the mesoscopic scales for recognizing the physical activities. The mul-
tiplexing input signals can be controlled and amplified within the
system [5,6]. Optical tweezers which make similar use of the properties
of light are capable of manipulating particles with nanometer and mi-
cron-sized by providing extremely small forces which can be prepared
by a highly focused laser beam [7,8]. Optical traps are considered to be
very sensitive instruments, where these are capable to perform ma-
nipulation and detection of sub-nanometer displacements for sub-mi-
cron dielectric particles [9]. In this work, we present the nanoscale
optical tweezers generation system which can be used for optical
trapping. The present results are carried out in the context of a variety
of available constitutive descriptions of the ring resonator system. The
used theory/method as Z-transform can be utilized in optical trapping
problems effectively because this method is able to exploit both the

rotation and translation properties in order to obtain the optical forces
and torques simultaneously for different positions and even orientations
of the trapped particles. The other used theory/methods to generate the
optical tweezers such as the Lorenz–Mie scattering, Rayleigh scattering,
electromagnetic scattering, coupled-dipole, T-matrix and geometrical
optics are very complicated to build a theoretical method which can
perform a balance between the numerical precision and the simulation
efficiency. Many of these methods can be simplified if the size of the
particles is much larger than the wavelength of the incident light,
where in this case the particle displacement occurs in the lateral di-
rections.

Microring resonator system

The utilized ring resonator is in the form of a modified add/drop
ring resonator, where a very small size microring resonator is coupled
to the add/drop ring resonator as shown in Fig. 1. In fact, optical
tweezers can be generated using both linear and nonlinear waveguide
structures. In this research, we have introduced a nonlinear system to
generate the optical tweezers. The dark and bright optical solitons as
the input powers having operating wavelengths of 1.4, 1.45, 1.50,
1.60 μm and 1.5 μm with powers of 5.12 and 4 W respectively are fed to
the controlling port (input and add ports) of the ring resonator system.
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It then exerts some amount of optical force with optical tweezers gen-
eration at the adding port in the proposed system.

Several stacked layers of semiconductors are building the wave-
guide structure. The stacked layers (shown in Fig. 2) are consisting of
AlGaAs, GaAs and silicon (substrate), where the core waveguide is the
GaAs, while the clad is AlGaAs. The power propagating within the

structure will be confined within the core waveguide. The advantages
of the used structures as stacked layers are the low-footprint, lower loss
and higher performances. The system parameters of the ring resonator
are presented in Table 1.

Due to high contrast utilized waveguides, the highly confined light
within the structure can be performed as the single mode propagations
could be supported. Very compact rings allow generation of signals
with a large free spectral range (FSR) and very low insertion loss.
Practically the input laser can be coupled to the waveguides by many
techniques such as tapers, grating couplers, butt-coupling, evanescent
waveguide coupling, lensed fiber coupling, and free-space coupling,
where, in this study as the waveguides are open-ended it is easy to align
the input laser to the waveguide positions by direct coupling or high
butt-coupling efficiency. The input wave propagates within the rings
and due to the round trip, it produces the round trip phase shift which
will be equal to 2π or an integer times of 2π. Once the input waves are
interfering constructively, then the system is in a resonance condition.
The simplest form of the ring resonator can be configured by feeding
the output port of a directional coupler into the input port, while the
other forms can be made by coupling two bus waveguides to the rings.
The first one is called the all pass filter while the later is called add/
drop filter. For the add/drop ring resonators, the incident field will be
partly transmitted to the drop port [10]. The characteristic parameters
of the ring resonators depend on the loss and coupling coefficients. The
quality factor of the ring resonator can be defined as the number of
round trips made by the input energy before being lost due to the in-
ternal loss or passing through the bus waveguides. In other words, the
quality factor represents the field oscillation numbers before the cir-
culating energy reaches 1/e of the initial energy.

Theory of the interferometer system

The input of the dark and bright solitons enters the ring resonator
system and the interferences occur within the system as the outputs
present the constructive interferences, while the portion of the light
vanishes within the system due to the destructive interferences as it
causes insertion losses. The corresponding equations are summarized in
the Table 2 [11–13].

Results and discussion

The results of the nanometer bandwidth optical tweezers are gen-
erated, where the Z-transform method theory has been used for the ring
resonator system, and the experimental and practical parameters are
employed. The effective areas values vary from =A 25eff μm2 to
50 μm2, the guiding loss is = 0.5 dB m−1 and the coupler intensity
is = 0.1. The linear refractive index is n0 = 3.36, where the nonlinear
refractive index is n2 = 2.7 × 10−16 m2/W. The total refractive index
(n) calculation including both linear and nonlinear refractive indices is
presented in Table 2. The ring structure radii are =R 15add drop/ μm, and

=R 800ring nm along the coupling coefficients κ1 = 0.12, κ2 = 0.5 and
κ3 = 0.35. The trapping bandwidth can be manipulated by using dif-
ferent parameters of the system. Here the multiple central wavelengths
of the dark soliton pulses collide with the input bright soliton pulse
inserted at the add port of the system. Fig. 3(a) shows the input powers
and Fig. 3(b)–(f) shows the interior and output generated fields. Fig. 4
shows the generated interiors and output fields if the input powers
reduced to 3 and 1 W for the dark and bright solitons respectively. We
reduce the power input which allows higher system performances.

Fig. 1. Proposed structure of the ring resonator, (a) proposed structure, (b)
coupling region.

Fig. 2. Waveguide structure consisting of several stacking waveguides.

Table 1
System parameters.

System parameters Thickness Refractive indices

Core waveguide (GaAs) 0.5 µm Ncore = 3.368
Cladding (AlGaAs) 0.3 µm Nclad = 3.135
Buffer (AlGaAs) 1.2 µm Nbuffer = 3.135
Substrate (Silicon) 0.2 µm 3.34
Cap (Air) 0.2 µm 1
nonlinear refractive index – 2.7 × 10−16 cm2/W
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Conclusion

The collision of dark and bright soliton pulses occurs inside the ring
resonator system in which optical tweezers form the interior signals.
The important factor of the structure will be easily implemented with
real-time on-chip benefits of using such a system. Results show the
propagation of the signals inside the ring resonator system. The prop-
erty of the modified add/drop multiplexer system is limited for high
power and low durability and hence low power based optical trapping
with expected short of arrival is recommended. As applications for
optical tweezers, a variety of laser sources have been employed to

minimize optical damages to biological cells that can be caused by
tightly focused laser beams. According to the reported results, because
of potential multiphoton absorption, optical damage can occur at lower
average powers for nanometers pulsed laser trapping. As the moderate
power of nanometer bandwidth, the optical source is getting the fine
adjustment, as an example, the blood cells are getting started to shrink
and goes to the out of the trap when the power gets up to the tens of
milliwatts. In this study low power, optical tweezers are generated if
the input powers reduced. Here the system of ring resonators is utilized
to generate nanometer bandwidth of optical tweezers, where the
bandwidths of 10 and 15 nm are obtained using the dark solitons with

Table 2
Ring resonator theoretical equations.

= + = +n n n I n P,n
Aeff

0 2 0
2 Rring = Right ring’s radius of the HPRR

Radd/drop = Centered ring’s radius of the HPRR

= ( )E t A i t( ) tanh exp ,i
T
T

z
LD1 0 2 0

L= Circumference of the centered ring
LR= Circumference of the right ring

= ( )E t A i t( ) sech exp ,i
T
T

z
LD2 0 2 0

k1= Coupling coefficient
k2 = Right ring’s coupling coefficient

= × × + ×E E j E1 [ 1 ],i1 1 3 1 1 1 k3 = Coupling coefficient
n0 = Linear refractive index

= × ×E E E e ,R
L jkn L

2 1 4 2
n2= Nonlinear refractive index
α= Ring resonator loss

= × × + ×E E j E1 [ 1 ],i3 3 2 3 3 2 γ= Coupler intensity loss
Aeff= Effective core area

= ×
× ×

× ×
E E ,R

e LR jknLR

e LR jknLR
1

(1 2) (1 2) (1 2) 2

1 (1 2) (1 2) 2

Ei1 = Input power at input port
T0= Initial propagation time
T= Propagation time
z= Propagation distance

= +

+

E C C y E e

,

t i
L jkn L

C C EREi e
L jkn L

C C y y EREi e
L jkn L

C C y y ER e
L jkn L

1 1 2 2 1 2 2 2

2 3 1 2 1 2 2
2

3 4 1 2 1 2 2 2 2
3

1 1 2 1 2 2 2
2

x= Round trip loss coefficient
E(t) = Output field
ER = Field in the right ring
E1,E2,E3 = Interior electric fields
Ei2 = Input power at the add port

= +

+

E C y E

,

t i

C C EREi e
L jkn L

C C y y EREi e
L jkn L

C C y y ER e
L jkn L

2 2 2 2

1 2 1 1 2 1 2 2 1 3 1 2 2 2 2 2
2

1 1 2 1 2 2 2
2

k= Wave number
=C 11 1 , =C 12 2 , =C 13 1
=C 14 2

Fig. 3. Input multiple dark soliton pulses and bright soliton (a) generating optical tweezers with 10 nm bandwidth (b–f), Input powers are 5.12 and 4 W.
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input powers of 5.12 and 3 W respectively and using the bright solitons
with powers of 4 and 1 W respectively.
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Refractive Index-Based Blood Components Sensing
in Terahertz Spectrum
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Abstract— In this paper, a novel partial type-b crystalline core
with more compact cladding in hexagonal packing photonic crys-
tal fiber (CC-PCF)-based optical sensor has been proposed for
sensing different blood components. This fiber has investigated in
terahertz (THz) region from 1.5 to 3.50 THz, intending to supe-
rior relative sensitivity with low confinement loss (CL). Circular
air holes have been employed in the formation of the partial
type-b crystalline core in a symmetric manner. A significant
relative sensitivity response of 80.93%, 80.56%, 80.13%, 79.91%,
and 79.39% are achieved for the targeted analytes such as RBCs,
hemoglobin, WBCs, plasma, and water at frequency f = 1.5 THz.
In X-polarization mode, a negligible CL of 1.23 × 10−11 dB/m,
8.63 × 10−12 dB/m, 4.93 × 10−12 dB/m, 2.93 × 10−12 dB/m,
and 1.13 × 10−12 dB/m are also gained, respectively, for same
analytes and at same THz frequency. Moreover, effective area
(Aeff ), V-Parameter (Veff ), dispersion (β2), spot size (Weff ), and
beam divergence (θ) have been determined over the investigated
region. The improved outcomes are anticipated that the proposed
CC-PCF sensor will be opened a new epoch in biomedical sensing
purposes.

Index Terms— Bio-sensor, sensitivity, confinement loss, beam
divergence, terahertz sensor.

I. INTRODUCTION

ABIOSENSOR is an analytical device and used for sens-
ing numerous biological components such as enzymes,

antibodies, nucleic acids with the appearance of associated
chemical or analytes. Nowadays, PCF based biosensors are
used to detect the biometric components such as RBCs,
hemoglobin, WBCs, plasma and water [1].

In the percentage, 7% is the blood compared with the
total weight of human body. More than 4000 bio-constituents
which are highly functional body fluid made the human
blood [2]. These human blood cells consist of white blood
cells (leukocytes), red blood cells (erythrocytes), and platelets
(thrombocytes). By the volume, the plasma is about 54.3%,
RBCs (red blood cells) are about 45% and white cells are
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about 0.7% of whole blood. In plasma, the liquid component
of blood is about 90% percent water and the remaining
10% consists of nutrients, proteins, ions, dissolved gases
and wastes. Blood sample analysis is very important for
diagnose for various hematologic diseases such as Anemia,
Thalassemia, Hemophilia, Myeloma [1]. A PCF based sensor
also overcomes the difficulties of conventional systems as
well as solid core fibers by ensuring the larger diversity and
improvement of optical properties. It takes less time to detect
biological analytes than conventional system.

The most significant achievement of the PCF based
sensor is that the optical properties can be modified by
tuning the pattern, size and shape of air holes. In addi-
tion, PCF based sensors ensure the high sensitivity, small
in size, low cost, robustness and more flexibility by pro-
viding efficient solutions for many environmental and indus-
trial problems [3]. In recent years, PCF based sensor is a
smart device in fiber optic technology which has already
proved its potentiality providing a variety of strategies in
different applications such as chemical sensing [4]–[6], alco-
hol sensing [7]–[9], genetic diagnostics [10], time domain
spectroscopy [11], [12], cancer detection [13]–[16], medical
diagnosis [17], RNA analysis [11], DNA analysis [18], [19]
etc. in terahertz range. The terahertz band (0.1 − 10 THz) lies
between the frequency range of microwave and infrared in the
electromagnetic frequency spectrum. In sensing and detection
area, terahertz based photonic biosensors have been adhered
with much attention, specifically for biomedical sensing [20].

By considering the advantages of PCF based sensors,
researchers have designed different types of geometrical struc-
tures such as kagome lattice [3], slotted [21], hexagonal [22],
D-shape [23], steering wheel [24], [25], octagonal [26],
decagonal [27], spiral [28], elliptical [29] etc. to achieve
significant sensitivity response. In 2008, Kiwa [30] proposed a
chemical sensor in THz range and increased the PH sensitiv-
ity level by providing extra biasing voltage. Another sensor
was designed by Lee and Abar [31] to detect the ionic
strength and PH of a chemical. In 2017, Islam et al. [32]
proposed a modified hexagonal PCF for sensing chemicals
like benzene, ethanol and water respectively. In the same year,
Sen et al. [33] mentioned a micro-structure PCF with porous
core and hexagonal cladding intends to achieve higher sensi-
tivity of 57.27%, 57.18% and 57.00% for respective liquids
named benzene, ethanol and water. But they did not show
confinement loss, dispersion that are also crucial parameters
for PCF based sensor. Chowdhury et al. [34] also proposed a
porous PCF based optical sensor. They gained larger sensitivity
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Fig. 1. (a) The cladding region view of the proposed sensor. (b) The
magnified view of the innermost core region.

of 61.82% for benzene and also lower confinement loss.
But they did not calculate dispersion, spot size and beam
divergence. Beam divergence indicates the beam focusing and
quality of a sensor [32], [35]. Chorpa et al. [36] suggested
a diamond-shaped PCF sensor which detects diabetes, cancer
tissue, and blood component. In 2017, Sharma and Sharan [2]
proposed a circular PCF with a solid core for detecting
different blood components. They investigated the sensitivity
response for water, plasma, WBCs, RBCs, Hemoglobin and
achieved 55.09%, 54.05%, 53.72%, 56.05%, 66.47% respec-
tively. They also investigated confinement loss and attained
8.1343 × 10−9 (dB/m) for water, 4.8787 × 10−7 (dB/m) for
plasma, 1.8134×10−8 (dB/m) for WBCs, 4.075×10−7 (dB/m)
for RBCs, 1.1928 × 10−8(dB/m) for hemoglobin. But they
could not gain significant sensitivity response for all analytes.
Noted that the above mentioned sensors [2], [32]–[34], [36]
used silica as the base material. In addition, the properties of
those sensors were analyzed at optical wavelengths. In ear-
lier 2018, Islam et al. [3] proposed porous core based PCF
sensor in the terahertz frequency range to detect different
liquids such as water, ethanol and benzyne. They designed
kagome shaped cladding which increases fabrication complex-
ity. Later, Islam et al. [21] introduced slotted core and cladding
based PCF to detect same chemicals in the terahertz frequency
range. With our best of knowledge, there are no published
articles to detect blood components in the terahertz frequency
range by introducing PCF based sensor. Thus, based on the
literature review, it can be said that still there is scope to
propose a fabrication friendly high sensible fiber for terahertz
sensor.

In this article, a CC-PCF based optical sensor has been
introduced for sensing different blood components like RBCs,
hemoglobin, WBCs, plasma and water. The proposed CC-PCF
based biosensor has been investigated for the wide THz
spectrum ranging from 1.5 THz to 3.50 THz. The aim is
to report a fabrication friendly sensor that can achieve high
relative sensitivity, low loss, good beam quality, and flatten
dispersion [21], [22], [25], [32].

II. DESIGN THEORY AND FABRICATION POSSIBILITIES

OF THE PROPOSED TERAHERTZ SENSOR

Fig. 1 shows the proposed fiber (a) cladding region along
with an larger view of the (b) core region. The core con-
tains circular air holes with the same diameter and arranged

in hexagonal packing. The core is consisted with seven
non-overlapping circles. Each circle is also consisted with
seven circular air holes where one center air hole is surrounded
with six air holes. Originally, the shape indicates a partial
type-b crystalline in a symmetric manner. The same pattern
and same size air holes in the core region makes the fabrication
easy. In the core region, we considered different sensing
analytes such as RBCs, hemoglobin, WBCs, plasma and water
instead of air and investigated the fiber key sensing factors
such as relative sensitivity, CL, effective core area, modality,
spot size and beam divergence. The refractive index of the
investigated analytes are selected following the article [2] and
performed in the core region.

The cladding is also formatted following the core pattern.
In cladding region, each and every circular air hole can estab-
lish a circle with its adjacent six air holes. All the air holes
in the cladding have same diameter dcl = 330.45μm. The
exact distance from the center of the one air cavity to another
air cavity is commonly known as pitch (�) and it makes
air filling fraction (AFF). AFF of 0.92 is maintained in the
cladding region, which offers the fiber fabrication flexibility.
Moreover, the core has been constituted with circular shape
holes with dco = 45.25μm and �co = 48.95μm which also
offers the same designing flexibility. For absorbing the incident
radiation without producing reflection, a circular PML has
been employed here around the fiber cladding. TOPAS has
been opted here as the background material of the proposed
structure. It shows the excellent optical properties such as
high optical transparency, good resistance to acids and alkalis,
nice bio compatibility, large adjustable deflection temperature,
constant (n = 1.53) index of refraction over a broad frequency
range, high strength, high heat resistance, excellent water
vapor barrier properties, significant light transmission (91%),
humidity intensive and negligible material dispersion [3], [37].

Nowadays, there are many fiber fabrication methods which
are commercially available such as stack and draw, capil-
lary stacking, die cast, drilling, extrusion, 3D Printing, sol-
gel [38]–[41] etc. Among these, stack and draw, sol-gel and
capillary stacking techniques are more suitable to fabricate
circular shaped air holes. From Fig. 1, it is nicely visualized
that the proposed CC-PCF based optical sensor contains
only circular shaped air holes both in core and cladding
region. Now, sol-gel method is more suitable due to its
design flexibility [38], [42]. So, the proposed CC-PCF is
more feasible to fabricate by employing sol-gel fabrication
technique [22], [25], [26], [28].

With our best of knowledge, this type of PCF structure
is introduced for the first time as sensor. In addition, dif-
ferent blood components are also sensed, for the first time,
by employing refractive index based optical biosensor in
terahertz frequency range.

III. NUMERICAL ANALYSIS OF THE PROPOSED

TERAHERTZ SENSOR

To analyze the optical behavior, full vector finite element
method (FV-FEM) is best for analyzing optoelectronics
devices because it takes less computation time than others
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numerical approaches. In this paper, the propagating modes
of the optical fiber are investigated by employing FV-FEM.
The COMSOL Multiphysics software has been employed to
simulate the structure. Effective refractive index (neff ) of a
material is defined as the ratio of the velocity of light in
a vacuum to the velocity of light in the bulk medium for
the given polarization in the direction of propagation in the
guiding structure. So, the effective refractive index can be
calculated following the below expression [43]:

neff pm = c

vzpm
= λ0v

λzpmv
= λ0

λzpm
=

2π
k0
2π

kzpm

= kzpm

k0
= βpm

k0

(1)

where, kzpm = βpm and p is the polarization (TM or TE)
and m is the mth mode of the polarization. βpm is known
as the propagation constant, k0 = ω

c = 2πv
c = 2π

λ0
is the

wave-number in free space, λ0 is the wavelength and v is
the frequency in free space. The relative sensitivity coefficient
gives a clear idea on the interaction of light with the targeted
analytes. The interaction is measured though the absorption
coefficient at a particular point. To realize the sensing response
of the proposed CC-PCF, the main attempt is to calculate
the relative sensitivity. It can be numerically evaluated by the
following expression [3], [44]:

r = nr

Re[neff ] × p (2)

where, nr and neff are the refractive index of the targeted
sample and effective refractive index at that specific fre-
quency respectively. The relative sensitivity coefficient is
denoted by r and p is the percentage ratio of the air hole
power and total power. It can be calculated by the following
expression [3], [44], [45]:

p =
∫

sample Re(Ex Hy − Ey Hx)dxdy
∫

total Re(Ex Hy − Ey Hx)dxdy
× 100 (3)

where, Ex, Ey distinctly represent transverse electric fields and
Hx, Hy represent transverse magnetic fields of the fundamental
guided mode.

One of the important parameter in sensing application is
commonly known as confinement loss. It arises from the leaky
nature of the modes and the non-perfect structure of the PCF
fiber. CL lessens the optical power strength by spreading
the optical power outside the core region. The propagation
constant β holds two parts. One is real part which provides
effective index modes and another is imaginary part which
defines CL. The CL can be calculated by the following
expression [3], [44]:

Lc[cm−1] = 4π f

c
Im(neff ) (4)

here, f is the applied frequency and (c = 3 × 108ms−1)
specifies the light velocity in free space. The Im is the
imaginary part of the propagation constant.

The effective mode area is a quantitative assessment of
the area of a fiber mode which effectively covers the
transverse dimensions. The effective mode area (Aeff ) of

the propagating mode can be quantified by the following
expression [3], [44]:

Aeff =
[ ∫

I (r)rdr
]2

[ ∫
I 2(r)dr

]2 (5)

where, I(r)=|Et |2 represents fiber cross sectional transverse
electric field density distribution and r is the core radius.

The normalized frequency parameter is known as V para-
meter that regulates the number of modes of a fiber. The mode
guidance is separated into two regions. One is single mode and
another is multi-mode. The V parameter can be calculated by
the following expression [46]:

Veff = 2πr f

c

√
n2

core − n2
cladding ≤ 2.405 (6)

where, ncore and ncladding are the effective refractive indexes
of the core and cladding region. respectively.

Another two crucial parameters for any biosensor are modal
spot size and beam divergence. There is a close relationship
between spot size and V eff to determine the modal spot size
of a PCF. Modal spot size (W eff ) can be determined by using
Marcuse formula [32], [35]:

Weff = R ×
(

0.65 + 1.619

V
3
2

+ 2.879

V 6

)
(7)

where, R is the core air hole radius and V is the normalized
value of V -parameter. In order to determine the beam diver-
gence, here is utilized spot size. From Gaussian-beam theory,
beam divergence (θ ) of the PCF can be ascertained using the
following expression [32], [35]:

θ = tan−1
( λ

πWeff

)
(8)

here, θ is the beam divergence angle and measured in radian
unit, λ is the operating wavelength and W eff is the modal
spot size. Angle of the beam divergence in degree unit can be
determined by using the following expression [32], [35]:

θdegree = θradian ×
(180

π

)
(9)

Negligible material dispersion can be avoided [47] due
to using TOPAS as a background material of the proposed
CC-PCF sensor. So, here is needed to observe only the
waveguide dispersion. Flatten fiber dispersion properties help
to examine the ability to handle multichannel communication
applications. That means it helps to arrive several signals
from source to destination simultaneously. The waveguide
dispersion can be calculated following the expression [3]:

β2 = 2

c

dneff

dω
+ ω

c

d2neff

dω2 [ps/THz/cm] (10)

here, β2 represents the dispersion, and ω indicates radian
frequency of the CC-PCF sensor.

IV. RESULT AND DISCUSSION

The most powerful and widely used, FEM is used to
characterize the proposed CC-PCF. It is available for analyzing
the characteristics of photonic devices. Actually, FEM converts
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Fig. 2. The mode field distribution of the proposed CC-PCF
(a) X-polarization, (b) Y-polarization for RBCs (n = 1.40) at operating
frequency f = 1.5 THz.

Fig. 3. The response of sensitivity with respect to frequency for different
blood components over the diverse frequency spectrum ranging from 1.5 THz
to 3.5 THz.

the microstructure design into the ordinary differential com-
ponents. The convergence error at 1 THz operating frequency
is 1.74 × 10−8. Fig. 2 represents the fundamental modes at
1.5 THz frequency for RBCs analyte. It is nicely visualized
that light has been well confined inside the core of the fiber.
It is observed that only the fundamental modes propagate
inside the core region. For the further investigation process,
X-polarization mode is selected. Because, light is strongly
confined in X-polarization mode than the Y-polarization mode.
As a result, X-polarization mode shows higher relative sen-
sitivity response. So, for the further analysis, Y-polarization
mode is omitted. The optical behaviors of the proposed
CC-PCF with substantial parameters are briefly discussed in
below.

Fig. 3 reveals the sensitivity of the CC-PCF with frequency
for the optimum parameters in X-polarization mode. The
CC-PCF has been investigated over a wide frequency spectrum
ranging from 1.5 THz to 3.5 THz. From the figure, it can
be clearly perceived that the sensitivity curves are sharply
downward for the frequency range 1.5 THz to 3.5 THz.
Keep in mind, the lower frequency range than 1.5 THz is
omitted from the all investigations due to the lower sensitivity
response. Fig. 3 also prefaces that the sensitivity decreases
with the higher frequency response. The mentioned CC-PCF
reveals similar outcomes compared with [3] and [44]. The
raising effective refractive index values of the analytes occur
the much amount of optical power interaction. As a result,

Fig. 4. Effective refractive index as a function of frequency for different
blood components.

such type of interaction gives higher sensitivity responses.
For example, the water has lower sensitivity response because
of its lower refractive index than other analytes. Similarly,
the RBCs with higher refractive index exhibits higher sensi-
tivity response compared to other analytes. It is also observed
that the proposed sensor gains maximum relative sensitivity
at 1.5 THz frequency. This is true because the interaction
of light at 1.5 THz frequency is much better than other
frequencies. So, maximum sensitivity response is reached at
that frequency. For higher frequencies, the useful power leaks
towards the cladding and background material. It decreases
the light interaction with analytes and reduces the sensitivity
response. Here, the proposed CC-PCF shows the sensitivity
response of 80.93%, 80.56%, 80.13%, 79.91% and 79.39%
for RBCs, hemoglobin, WBCs, plasma and water, respectively,
at f = 1.5 THz frequency in X-polarization mode and optimum
structure.

In the meantime, the global parameter value of the proposed
CC-PCF has been varied -5% to 5% and shown in Table I for
same targeted analytes. Table I expresses that the proportional
relationship between core parameters and sensitivity. When
core parameter value has been decreased, the sensitivity has
been also decreased. Similarly, when the core parameter value
has been increased the sensitivity has been also increased.
During the fabrication period, if the global parameter values
of the proposed CC-PCF are varied from -5% to 5% then the
relative sensitivity will be varied only 0.41% from optimum
values. It can be observed that introduced CC-PCF based
biosensor provides higher sensitivity compared to recently
published articles [2].

Refractive index established sensors are vastly using in
optical sensing field. Fig. 4 expresses the effective refractive
index as a function of frequency for different blood compo-
nents named RBCs, hemoglobin, WBCs, plasma and water.
CL of the proposed CC-PCF has been computed by employing
the equation no 3. The CL for the investigated for different
blood components have been shown in Fig. 5 as a function
of operating frequency. Here, CL curve variations remain
ï‚at up to 2.0 THz frequency. On the other hand, the CL
curves have been increasing sharply in the frequency range
of 2.0 THz to 3.5 THz for all targeted analytes. It is very
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TABLE I

COMPARISON THE RELATIVE SENSITIVITY VARYING GLOBAL PARAMETER VALUES
OF OPTIMUM PARAMETER VALUES DIFFERENT BLOOD COMPONENTS

Fig. 5. The response of CL with respect to frequency from 1.5 THz to
3.5 THz for different blood components.

interesting that for the whole operating frequency range lower
index water carrying comparatively higher loss than RBCs,
hemoglobin, WBCs and plasma. The lowest CL for RBCs,
hemoglobin, WBCs, plasma and water are 1.23×10−11 dB/m,
8.63 × 10−12 dB/m, 4.93 × 10−12 dB/m, 2.93 × 10−12 dB/m
and 1.13×10−12 dB/m respectively at f = 1.5 THz. Moreover,
these outcomes strongly affirm the sensitivity curve, which has
been plotted in Fig. 3. Here, it can be concluded that CL is
low for the low level of frequency. It means a large portion
of the propagated optical signal pass through the core region
and increases the sensitivity responses. From these outcomes,
it can be regarded that proposed CC-PCF exhibits ultra-low
confinement loss property compared to recently published
articles [2].

It is also necessary to quantitatively measure the area
covered by the proposed CC-PCF. The effective mode area can
be computed by employing the equation no 5. The effective
area shows the inverse relationship with frequency in Fig. 6.
At the optimum design parameters, the attained effective area
range for the different blood components is 1.55 × 105μm2

to 1.85 × 105μm2 at 1.5 THz operating frequency. For RBCs,
it has also observed that core area is 3.1416×104μm2 in fiber
design time. After simulation, here is observed the effective
area of 1.15 × 105μm2. That means after simulation sensing
area is 36.6% increased than designed structure.

The mode parameter has been examined through the
rigorous investigation module. Mode parameters of the fiber
have been computed using equation 6. Relationship of

Fig. 6. The response of effective mode area with respect to frequency from
1.5 THz to 3.5 THz for different blood components.

Fig. 7. The response of V parameter with respect to frequency from 1.5 THz
to 3.5 THz for different blood components.

V -parameter and applied frequency has been shown in Fig. 7.
It is noticed that proposed CC-PCF exhibits both the single and
the multimode behaviors through the whole region of 1.5 THz
to 3.5 THz for the different blood components. At 1.5 THz
frequency, the proposed CC-PCF sensor shows higher rela-
tive sensitivity, lower confinement loss and single modality
response. So, the proposed sensor can be also easily applied
for long distance analyte sensing applications up to 2.4 THz.

The modal spot size indicates the distinctiveness of single
mode fiber. It is also a momentous parameter for beam diver-
gence, scattering loss, splice loss, bending loss, nonlinearity
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Fig. 8. Relationship between spot size (Weff ) and applied frequency from
1.5 THz to 3.5 THz for different blood components.

and coupling efficiency. Noted that, the interaction of light
with cladding is neglected due to well confinement of light
through the core. Thus, the scattering loss is negligible. More-
over, considering the sensor’s length, here is also neglected
the spice loss, bending loss, nonlinearity and coupling effi-
ciency. Now, we need to discuss the spot size to analyze the
beam divergence. Fig. 8 describes the relationship between
spot size and frequency in THz spectrum for different blood
components. Fig. 8 also indicates that the higher THz spectrum
shows lower and flatten the spot size response. Although it can
be seen that for the different blood components the resulting
spot size are the same but actually there exists a deviation.
The spot size deviation for all components are shown inside
the same figure. At 1.5 THz frequency, the proposed sensor
shows higher spot size for all investigated analytes. It is
interestingly seen that higher refractive index based analyte
shows the higher spot size. For example, RBCs shows the
highest spot size of 743 μm than other analytes. This is good
sign for sensor. Because the higher spot size reduces beam
divergence and increases beam focusing quality. Now we need
to discuss about another crucial sensing parameter known as
beam divergence.

The light beam quality after passing through a fiber is
generally assessed by the beam divergence. Beam divergence
is a crucial parameter related to sensing, splicing and laser
beam focusing. Superior beam divergence indicates to inferior
beam focusing or beam quality [32], [35]. Fig. 9 illustrates the
relationship between beam divergence and frequency in THz
spectrum for different blood components. At 1.5 THz, beam
divergence θ = 17.89◦ is found for RBCs and for higher THz
spectrum shows flatten the beam divergence response. Now
in Fig. 9, it is clearly shown that the beam divergence
changing rate with respect to frequency is faster up to 2.0 THz
and slower for higher frequency response. This is happened
because the changing rate of effective refractive index up to
2.0 THz is also faster. But it is slower with higher frequency
response that is shown in Fig. 4. At 1.5 THz frequency,
the proposed sensor shows higher relative sensitivity and lower
loss due to lower beam divergence. Because the proposed
sensor gains best beam quality at that frequency response.

Fig. 9. Relationship between beam divergence (θdegree) and applied fre-
quency from 1.5 THz to 3.5 THz for different blood components.

Fig. 10. Relationship between dispersion and applied frequency from 1.5 THz
to 3.3 THz for different blood components.

With our best of knowledge, for the first time the beam diver-
gence and spot size are discussed for refractive index based
optical sensor in terahertz range following the article [32].

The property of fiber dispersion for each analyte of the
proposed terahertz CC-PCF sensor with respect to frequency
is shown in Fig. 10 at optimum design conditions. Although
it can be seen that for each analyte the resulting disper-
sion are the same but actually there exists a deviation. The
dispersion deviation for each analyte is shown inside the
same figure. The dispersion values decrease linearly with
frequency for each analyte. Now, it is also nicely visualized
that the dispersion for each analyte is flatter from 2.1–3.3 THz
frequency. It becomes true due to the lower refractive index
difference with frequency that is shown in Fig. 4. It is
also interestingly exhibited that higher refractive index based
analyte produces the higher effective refractive index as
well as the higher dispersion. The broader flatten spectrum
range increases the ability of the proposed CC-PCF sen-
sor in multichannel sensing applications. The observed dis-
persion flatness of RBCs, hemoglobin, WBCs, plasma and
water are 3.32 ± 1.82 ps/THz/cm, 2.72 ± 1.87 ps/THz/cm,
2.14 ± 2.12 ps/THz/cm, 1.65 ± 2.14 ps/THz/cm and 0.65 ±
2.14 ps/THz/cm respectively.

From Table II, it is clearly exhibited that the CC-PCF
exhibits better performances compared to prior PCFs. Now,
we can say that the CC-PCF will be played a great role in
sensing applications. In experimental view, fabrication is the
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TABLE II

PERFORMANCE COMPARISON OF CRUCIAL OPTICAL PARAMETERS OF THE PROPOSED
CC-PCF WITH OTHER PCF FOR DIFFERENT BLOOD COMPONENTS

challenging tasks of any PCF structure. From Fig. 1, it is
cleared that the unique shape circular air holes both in the core
and cladding region will me made the fabrication process easy
by ongoing state-of-the-art nanotechnology that is mentioned
briefly in section II.

V. CONCLUSION

In this work, a novel CC-PCF based optical sensor has
been introduced in the THz spectrum. The proposed biosensor
CC-PCF has been investigated for the wide THz spectrum
ranging from 1.5 THz to 3.50 THz intending to superior
relative sensitivity and low confinement loss. A superior
relative sensitivity response of 80.93% for RBCs, 80.56%
for hemoglobin, 80.13% for WBCs, 79.91% for plasma and
79.39% for water are gained at the f = 1.5 THz fre-
quency. A negligible CL of 1.23 × 10−11 dB/m for RBCs,
8.63 × 10−12 dB/m for hemoglobin, 4.93 × 10−12 dB/m for
WBCs, 2.93×10−12 dB/m for plasma and 1.13×10−12 dB/m
for water are also carried out at the same THz frequency in
X-polarization mode. At 1.5 THz frequency, lower beam diver-
gence is observed for all investigated analytes. In addition,
beam divergence response is flatten for higher THz spectrum.
So, a good agreement has been established among various
investigations derived from the proposed sensor. If the such
type of model is implemented practically then it will be
offered the best result over the conventional PCF based sensors
and so on.
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A B S T R A C T

Ternary photonic crystals have shown a superior performance over the binary ones. In this work,
a ternary photonic crystal which has the structure dielectric/plasma/ dielectric is considered.
Transmission through the proposed photonic crystal at oblique incidence on a specific PC
structure is analyzed using the transfer matrix technique. The effect of the plasma layer of the
photonic band gap is investigated. The use of the proposed photonic crystal as an optical sensor
for detection of small changes within the plasma electron density or the index of refraction of the
dielectric layers is investigated.

1. Introduction

A photonic crystal (PC) is a synthetic device having a periodic structure stacked by two alternating materials. The two materials
differ from each other in the index of refraction. Usually, a PC consists of a dielectric material and another material which can be any
material: metal, superconductor, left-handed material, …etc. Different PC structures can be found in many publications [1–12].

Electromagnetic waves are not allowed to propagate through the PCs in a certain range of frequencies. This range of frequency is
called the photonic band gap (PBG). PCs exhibit many unique features and gaining attention in the field of solid state and optical
physics [13–16]. As a result, PCs have received an increasing interest from physicists and engineers [17–19]. The research is extended
to a new emerging area of plasma photonic crystals (PPCs) due to the rapid growth in the use of plasma for industrial applications. It
offers a distinct advantage over the conventional technologies [20]. PPCs represent a new type of PCs which can serve as an excellent
tool to manipulate EM wave propagation that leads to important applications such as flip flops [21]. Kiskinen and Fernsler [22] and
Hajo and Mase [23] have studied the PBGs in PCs using dusty plasma and discharged micro-plasma, respectively. PPCs have drawn
the attention of researchers due to the externally controllable characteristics of plasma. Plasma is a dispersive medium through which
EM waves with frequency below the plasma frequency cannot propagate. The EM waves can be guided even below the plasma
frequency whenever the plasma combined with the dielectric material to form a PPC [24]. Materials with dielectric permittivity at
frequencies below their plasma frequency have a significant impact for the design and fabrication of novel hybrid materials [25]. The
PPCs are artificially periodic array composed of alternate layers of thin unmagnetized or magnetized plasma and dielectric material
or vacuum [23]. The unmagnetized plasma is characterized by a complex frequency dependent permittivity medium and is also a
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frequency dispersive medium. In PPC, an array of periodic micro-plasma is used at the place of array of dielectrics or metals in the
conventional PC. The refractive index can be determined by the EM wave frequency and the plasma frequency [26,27]. By replacing
the solid materials with a plasma, the time varying controllability and strong dispersion features were added to the conventional PC
[28]. According to these features together with the electron density of plasma, these PCs can operate with EM waves ranging from
microwaves to THz waves.

The technological applications of PPCs are now developing widely in plasma lens [29], plasma antenna [30], plasma stealth
aircraft [31]. Hojo and Mase [23] showed that the PBGs increase with increasing the width of plasma layer as well as the plasma
density and was also confirmed by Ojha et al. [32]. The band gap structure and reflectionless transmission of EM waves in one
dimensional PPCs with alternate layers of micro-plasma and dielectric materials have been studied theoretically [23]. Hojo et al.
obtained the dispersion relation of 1-D PPC and demonstrated the beaming of millimeter waves from 2-D PPC waveguides. The band
gaps in millimeter and sub THz ranges obtained in 2-D PPC were examined by Sakai et al. [33,34] experimentally and theoretically.
Several experimental works in 2-D PPCs have been reported earlier [35]. PPCs can sustain much higher laser-light intensities than
their solid-state or metal counterparts and they are especially useful for high intensity laser light applications [36]. Prasad et al.
[37,38] studied the dispersion and propagation characteristics of ternary 1-D PPCs and found that the ternary PPCs provide addi-
tional degree of freedom to control the propagation and dispersion characteristics compared to binary 1-D PPCs. The transmission
characteristics in ternary 1-D PPCs with the variation of plasma electron density are proposed in this study. Moreover, 3-D nonlinear
PPC was investigated by the plane wave expansion method and direct laser writing lithography [39–41]. In another work, the
dispersion properties of a 3-D PPC are theoretically investigated by a modified plane wave expansion method, which is composed of
isotropic dielectric and nonmagnetized plasma [41].

Such PPCs have complete unisotropic band structure that make them very beneficial in optical devices used in communication
and light manipulation. It is reported that the 3-D PPCs are very useful in designing wavelength selectors and filters [42,43].

In this work, a ternary PC is investigated in which a plasma layer is considered. The PC has the structure dielectric/plasma/
dielectric.

2. Theory

We assume a ternary photonic crystal of N periods. Each period consists of 3 layers of refractive indices n1, n2 and n3 and
thicknesses h1, h2 and h3 that give rise to a lattice period of thickness h= h1+h2+h3. The second layer is a plasma layer of refractive

index depending on frequency according to the relation: = = −
−

n ε 1
iωγ2 2

ω

ω
p
2

2 , where γ is the loss factor, = ( )ωp
N e
mε

1
2e

o

2
is the

plasma frequency and Ne is the volume density of electrons and =ω πc λ2 / is the angular frequency with λ being the wavelength of
the incident radiation. All layers are nonmagnetic so that the relative permeability is unity. A plane wave is incident to the photonic
crystal. The nonzero components of TE modes are Hx, Ey and Hz. The transverse electric field (with −ei βz ωt( ) dependence) is given as
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2 2 is the wave number, β =konjsinθj is the propagation constant along the z-axis and θj

is the angle of incidence in the jth layer. The amplitudes Aj’s and Bj’s can be calculated through the boundary conditions.
The tangential component (Hz) of the magnetic field can be calculated as
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The fields Ej and Hj can be expressed in a matrix form as
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Multiplying both sides of Eq. (3) by the matrix inverse one gets the amplitudes as
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At the upper interface of the first layer of the period (say x= x1), the fields are
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Since A1 and B1 are invariant within layer 1, we may calculate them exactly at the lower interface (x= x2=x1+h1) and get
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The continuity of the tangential fields at x= x2 are matched to give
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Substituting for A1 and B1 from Eq. (7) into Eq. (6) and after some mathematical treatment one gets
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1
2 and m1 is the transform matrix relating the electromagnetic fields at both sides of the

first layer boundaries. A similar treatment would relate the fields at the other interfaces and the transfer matrix for the whole period
can be written as
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The elements of the matrix mh can be written as
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such that =Q δ δ δcos cos cos1 1 2 3, =Q δ δ δtan tan tan2 1 2 3 and =T δ δtan tankl k l. The – and + signs are associated with k=1 and k=2;
respectively.

For a system of N identical periods, the overall characteristic matrix is given by [44–47],
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UN denotes Chebyshev polynomials of the second kind and they are given by
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The transmission coefficient of a system consisting of N periods is given as [47],

=
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The transmittance through the system is given by

= =T tt t* | |2 (14)

3. Results and discussion

The primitive cell of the photonic crystal under consideration comprises a plasma layer ( =w peta Hz2p ) sandwiched between zinc
selenide (ZnSe) (n1= 2.6) and crown glass (n3= 1.5). The number of periods is taken as N=20. At optical frequencies, the electron-
hole excitation (exciton) is ineffective [48] so that ZnSe acts as a dielectric. The thicknesses of the layers are chosen as =h nm651 ,

=h nm102 and =h nm653 . In our calculations, we adopt a lossless plasma (γ = 0) such that the plasma frequency becomes char-
acteristic [49]. In our analysis, transmittance spectra are plotted against wavelength through the substitution: =ω πc λ2 / , where, c is
the speed of light in vacuum and λ is the wavelength of the incident radiation. A computer code was developed to calculate the wave
numbers and p values (from Eq. (2)) in accordance to the parameters given and substitute them in the Chebyshev matrix elements in
Eq. (11). Substituting in Eqs. (12) and (13), the transmittance can be calculated. The code is designated to plot these outputs with
various parameters under consideration.

In Fig. 2, the transmittance spectrum is plotted against the wavelength for different ZnSe thicknesses. Both lower and upper
bounds of the band gap are shifted to the right as the ZnSe thickness increases. The band gap width increases considerably as well.

The effect of h3 on the transmittance spectrum is carried out in Fig. 3 and a similar discussion holds but the band gap width is less
sensitive to changes in the glass thickness.
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The effect of plasma layer thickness on the band gap is shown in Fig. 4. Transmittance spectrum is plotted against wavelength for
different values of h2. In a similar manner to the behavior in Fig. 1, the band gap width increases as the plasma layer gets bulkier.

The band gap limits shown in the previous figures can be considered as cutoff wavelengths. At these limits, the transmission
ceases to occur because the frequency of the radiation does not match the plasma frequency and the structure cannot vibrate with the
radiation [48,49]. It is beneficial to study the dependence of band gap limits on thicknesses of the layers. The left and right limits are
thus determined for several values of h1, h2 and h3 and the results are then plotted against the thickness. The behavior is very close to
a straight line. The fitted lines are shown in Fig. 4a and b. It is apparent that the band gap width (difference between the two limits)
increases with increasing the thickness of the layer. The right limit is shown to shift faster than the left limit so that the difference
(band gap width) increases. Increasing the plasma thickness, we could have broadened the band gap enough to prevent most ra-
diation from transmitting and thus ending with a nearly perfect reflector within the entire range.

Fig. 1. A schematic diagram of the proposed photonic crystal under consideration.

Fig. 2. Transmittance spectrum for different values of h1 with h2= 10 nm and h3= 65 nm.
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Although both left and right limits of the band gap are affected by the thickness h3, the band gap is nearly unchanged. Thus
controlling the thickness h3, one can get the band gap of a constant width shifted either to left or right. Moreover, this constructs a
regime of selecting the optical energy that cannot transmit. In other words, it is a regime of selecting the range giving rise to perfect
reflection on the structure. For example, with h1 fixed to 65 nm and h3= 85 nm, a band gap of about 230 nm covering the optical
frequencies between 450 and 685 nm is achieved. To control the entire band of frequency, it is just that we change the thickness h1
regardless of the thickness h3. In addition, independence of h3 may be used to reduce the cost of the device because bulky thicknesses
can be used.

To see how N affects the spectrum, the transmittance spectrum for various values of N is illustrated in Fig. 6a. It can be concluded
that our photonic crystal would better have 7 periods or more to realize a forbidden (high reflectance) gap. For lower values of N,
transmittance does not vanish. More specifically, transmittance at N= 7 is calculated to be about 3×10−5 which is small enough to
be neglected. In Fig. 5b, transmittance is shown to decrease rapidly with increasing the number of periods till reaching the value of 7
when it becomes nearly zero. Moreover, our choice of 20 periods exhibits a transmittance of 7.6× 10−9 which is much closer to zero.

The band gap limits are calculated for several values of refractive indices of the first and third layers and are plotted against the
fraction of change in these indices. The result is illustrated in Fig. 7. As Δn1/n1 increases, the band width also increases. In addition, it
decreases when the ratio Δn3/n3 increases. The point of intersection represents the state at which n1=2.6 and n3=1.5 (corre-
sponding to a band width of 215 nm). In order to achieve higher values of band widths, we can either choose n1> 2.6 or n3< 1.5.
This permits having band gap widths covering the whole spectrum. For example, increasing n1 by 5% or decreasing n3 by 10% would
achieve an increment of about 15 nm in the band width. Moreover, choosing n1=3.1 and n3=1.2 gives rise to a band gap of 321 nm
that covers the range from 415 to 736 nm. This means that such a photonic crystal is controllable and adjustable. Tuning the
refractive indices controls the output of the photonic crystal. Another feature is that any change in the refractive index would result in
some radiation either allowed or prohibited across the crystal so that this can be used in sensing applications. It is interesting to notice
that the lower limit does not change against variations of the refractive indices so that the lower line represents both of the cases.

The effect of the angle of incidence is carried out in Fig. 8. For small angles of incidence (up to about 10°), the left and right limits
of the band gap are very close to that of normal incidence. For higher values of the angle, the band gap increases a bit with increasing
the angle whereas it is shifted down to lower wavelengths or more energetic radiation. To change the band gap width, we can either

Fig. 3. Transmittance spectrum for different values of h3 with h1= 65 nm and h2= 10 nm.
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Fig. 4. Transmittance spectrum for different values of h2 with h1=h3= 65 nm.

Fig. 5. a) Positions of left (lower) and right (upper) bounds of the band gap versus thickness h2 with h1= h3=65 nm.
b) Left and right limits of the band width versus thickness of the dielectric covers with h1 (solid) and with h3 (dashed).
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Fig. 6. a) Transmittance spectrum versus wavelength for N=1 (dotted), N=2 (dashed), N=4 (dash-dotted) and N=7 (solid). b) Transmittance
versus the number of periods (N) at the mid-range-wavelength (550 nm). h1= 65 nm, h2= 10 nm, h3= 65 nm.

Fig. 7. Positions of left and right limits of energy band gap versus fraction of refractive indices: a) Δn1/n1, b) Δn3/n3. h1= h3= 65 nm, h2= 10 nm.

Fig. 8. Band gap limits versus the angle of incidence with h1=h3=65 nm and h2= 10 nm.
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change the thicknesses of the layers or the refractive indices.

One of the aims of the current article is to detect any change in the electron density (N )e where = ( )ωp
N e
mε

1
2e

o

2
where e is the charge

of electron, m is the mass of electron, and εo is the permittivity of free space. The electron density (N )e is a significant parameter in
plasma since it determines the ionization degree of plasma. When the density of electrons and that of positive ions (n )i are equal, the
plasma is said to be quasi-neutral. This means in the case of single charged positive ions, =n n .e i In the case of multiply charged
positive ions, the relation is modified and become = ∑n xn ,e x x where x is the charge number of a positively charged ion and nx of the
x -times charged ions.

In Fig. 9, the dependence of band gap width on the operating wavelength for some values of plasma concentrations is shown. As
the density increases, the left bound of the band gap is shifted towards to the UV region whereas the right bound is nearly fixed to
about 650 nm. In fact, the band gap widens with the increase of electronic concentration of the plasma within the optical region.

The spectrum of the photonic crystal under consideration exhibits a high sensitivity to changes in the structure either being in
geometry or optical properties of the layers. This means that a photonic crystal can be used as a sensor to probe variations in
refractive indices due to existence of some traces in the dielectric layers or the variations in the electronic concentration of the plasma
layer. Changes in thickness due to any chemical or physical process can be also sensed. In Fig. 10, a part of the transmittance
spectrum for some fractional increments in the dielectric refractive indices is viewed. Having determined the shift in two in-phase
points (the maximum transmittance is a good choice) is related to the fractional variation in the refractive index responsible for this
shift. This can be seen clearly in Fig. 7. The fraction of change in the refractive indices is related to the change in either left or right
limits of the band gap. Exhibiting a shift of the upper limit to higher values of wavelength indicates that the refractive index of ZnSe
has increased. When it decreased, the limit would have been shifted downwards to more energetic radiation.

Fig. 11(a) and (b) illustrate how the transmission spectrum of the ternary photonic crystal is shifted upon changing the electron
density of the plasma layer. Three additional values of electron density (1.1Ne, l.2Ne and 1.3Ne) together with the basic value
(Ne= 2×1028m−3) are shown. The shifted maxima is an evidence on the change in the electron concentration of the plasma layer.
Shifting to the left (higher energy region) indicates an increase in the electron density of the plasma layer whereas a small decrease in
the density would shift the maxima to the right.

Fig. 9. Transmittance spectrum for different values of electron concentrations with h1=h3=65 nm and h2= 10 nm.
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4. Conclusion

In this communication, we proposed a ternary photonic crystal having the structure dielectric/plasma/ dielectric. The effect of
different parameters on the width of the band gap is investigated in details. The photonic crystal shows sensitivity to changes in
thicknesses and refractive indices of the layers. It is also sensitive to electronic density of the plasma. The proposed photonic crystal
can be used to construct controllable optical sensors and perfect reflectors.
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Abstract: In the present study, the propagation of
electromagnetic waves in a square-lattice photonic
crystal waveguide (PCW) is investigated using the
finite-difference time-domain (FDTD) method. Then,
the plane wave expansion (PWE) method is utilized to
calculate the 2D photonic crystal band structure. To
realize the desired waveguide, nano-line defects are
introduced. The results of the numerical simulations
and optimization scanning indicate that for the pro-
posed photonic crystal structure consisting of silicon
circular dielectric rods with a radius of 84 nm, a
band gap can be achieved in the wavelength range of
1.34 μm< λ < 1.93 μm. This wavelength range covers E,
S, C, L, and U communication bands. Subsequently, by
eliminating the rods in four parts of the structure, an
all-optical 4-channel splitter can be designed. The
numerical simulation results indicate that by coupling
a light source to the main path of the structure and
propagating it through each channel, the powers of the
4 output facets become approximately the same. The
output power of channels 1 and 2 equals to 24.5% of
the input power, and the output power of channels 3
and 4 is 21% of the input power and the remaining 9%
is lost in the structure as the leakage power. Since the
1.55 μm wavelength is within the band gap, that is the
telecommunication band C, this device can be used as
a power splitter.

Keywords: splitter, FDTD (finite-difference time-domain)
method, photonic crystal waveguide, photonic band gap,
nano-line defects

1 Introduction

Photonic crystals are dielectric structures in which the
refractive changes periodically. In recent years, photonic
crystals have been highly regarded by researchers due to
their unique features. Photonic crystal waveguide, which
is obtained by creating a line defect in photonic crystals,
is of great importance in photonic integrated circuits [1].
Various studies have mainly aimed to design all-optical
devices including sensors [2–5], switches [6], logic gates
[7], multiplexers [8], buffers [6], and splitters [9], based
on controlling the light with the help of the photonic gap
created in a given structure [10–13]. Such devices have
numerous advantages such as a significant reduction in
device size as compared to their equivalent conventional
integrated optical devices. Besides, compared to conven-
tional optical fibers, photonic crystal waveguides enable
sharp bends with very low loss.

Optical power splitters are one of the key building
blocks in optical systems which should, ideally, split the
input power equally and without any significant reflec-
tive losses. They should also have a small size. There are
various methods for splitting the input signal power into
two ports equally. An example of which is the use of
multi-mode cascade photonic crystal waveguide couplers
or Y-junctions [14].

Currently, the focus is on designing and manufactur-
ing waveguide devices in order to switch and modulate
optical integrated circuits. Such devices typically have a
wide bandwidth and low power consumption and are
suitable to be coupled to optical fibers. Because of the
recent expansion of optical telecommunication networks,
Y-junction splitters have become one of the fundamental
components in most optical fiber communication systems,
by which the signals of separate sources can be combined
or the received power can be split into multiple channels.
One of the simplest power splitters is a Y-junction
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structure which is resulted from the intersection of three
photonic crystal waveguides with a 120 ° angle to each
other. However, in single-moded state, there are various
problems such as high loss and bending angle limitation.
In order to eliminate such problems, the use of dielectric
rod arrays in air is proposed. The advantage of this
method is the creation of a simple waveguide with the
elimination of a row of rods which in turn enables light
propagation in sharp bends with low loss [15].

In the present paper, a 2D photonic crystal consisting
of several dielectric rods with a square lattice is pre-
sented. Using the PWE method, the band gap of the
proposed structure is calculated. Afterwards, by creating
some nano-line defects such as the elimination of some
rows of rods along the x-direction (see Figure 1), an all-
optical waveguide is designed. Subsequently, it is shown
that by eliminating only some rods instead of a complete
row of rods, an all-optical 4-channel power splitter can
be designed. So that, by coupling light into the main path
of the structure, light beam can exit from four output
channels with almost equal powers.

2 Problem formulation

In this section, parameters like photonic band gap and
transmission loss are discussed and analyzed.

2.1 Numerical model

In order to reduce computational complexity and save
time, numerical methods for solving Maxwell’s equations
are used. To solve Maxwell’s equations, there are various
numerical methods including finite volume method

(FVM), finite element method (FEM), and finite-difference
time-domain (FDTD) method [16, 17]. FDTD is a numerical
method of finding solutions to Maxwell’s equation that is
simple, easy to understand, and also requires less com-
putational memory when compared to the finite element
method [18, 19].

2.2 Photonic band gap calculation

The conventional PWE method can be used to determine
the guided modes and to determine the leaky modes. We
apply the concept of perfectly matched layers (PMLs) to
absorb the radiation from the substrate. The PML absorb-
ing boundary condition has proved to be the most power-
ful way to absorb waves of any frequency and angle of
incidence substrate. One of the most important variables
to evaluate photonic band gap is its frequency width Δα.
But, this variable is not always reliable when it comes to
computing band gaps. For such cases, the gap/midgap
ratio becomes more suitable. For example, when the
structure is enlarged by increasing the radius of the
rods, a, the band gap becomes Δω/a. To rectify this
problem, gap/midgap ratio is introduced which does
not depend on the scale of the photonic crystal structure
[20]. If the frequency in the middle of the gap is ωm,
therefore, the ratio of the gap to midgap can be calcu-
lated by Δω/ωm where Δω is the frequency width of the
photonic band gap. By increasing or decreasing the
radius of the rods, the scale of the structure becomes
larger or smaller respectively. But on the other hand,
the gap/midgap ratio does not vary, as it is independent
of the scale of the photonic crystal structure, subse-
quently, this is an appropriate criterion for calculating
band gap. Consequently, the gap/midgap ratio can

Figure 1: (a) 2D photonic crystal with
square structure and (b) the Brillouin
zone of PhC.
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always be considered as the scale of the band gap. The
wave vector and the frequency are shown in dimension-
less units, and are given by (ωa/2πc) and (ka/2π) where
the dimensionless frequency defines as α/λ, the vacuum
wavelength is equal to 1 which is given by eq. (1):

λ= 2πc=ω (1)

2.3 Transmission loss analysis

There are various factors that induce losses in photonic
crystal waveguides like reflection and radiation losses.
One of specific characteristics of photonic crystals is the
strong confinement of light. It is due to the rods, the
shape of the lattice, or rods and the size of the elements
of the structure. The radius of the rods strongly affects
the transmission loss. Transmission loss (Tl) describes the
accumulated decrease in intensity of a waveform energy
as a wave propagates through a waveguide. It is mea-
sured in dB and is given by:

Tl= 10 log
Wi

Wt
(2)

where, Wi is the power of the incident wave and Wt is the
power of the transmitted wave from the structure.

3 Square-structure 2D photonic
crystal model

In the previous section, a 2D photonic crystal with a square
structure which consists of several dielectric silicon rods
with εr = 12 and has a physical feature of r/a= 0.32, where r
is the radius of dielectric rods and a is the lattice constant, is
shown in Figure 1. Moreover, the dimensions of the photo-
nic crystal structure in x- and y-directions are considered to
be the same and equal to 10 μm in the initial design. In
order to obtain the propagated frequency range in the
photonic crystal structure using the PWE method, the
photonic band gap of the presented structure is calculated
as shown in Figure 2. Photonic band gap is a frequency
range in which the modes are not allowed to propagate.

In this paper, an approach to analyze PhC structures has
been developed. This approach is based on narrowing tech-
nique. The motive is to design and optimize the desired
photonic crystal waveguides and also to optimize the trans-
mission loss. One of the most important parameters in
design of photonic crystal devices is the radius of the dielec-
tric rods. Using this parameter, the device characteristics can

be changed. In order to achieve the optimal band gap in the
wavelength range of interest, the radius of the rods was
varied between the range of 50 to 150 nm with a step size
of 10 nm. The values smaller than 50 nm may have indeed
fabrication difficulties and for values larger than 150 nm, the
proposed structure would no longer be feasible.

The variations of the band gap of the photonic crystal
based power splitter at fixed a = 0.62 µm, with respect to
the changes in r is shown in Figure 3. The initial value r
in the design of our two-dimensional photonic crystal
was 198 nm. Using the scanning method, with r-para-
meter ranging from 50 to 150 nm, a suitable range for
radius of the rods is obtained. Since the calculated range
for the value of r using the above-mentioned method is
significantly smaller than the initial value of r, which is
198 nm, therefore, the dimensions of the proposed struc-
ture become smaller than those of the initially designed
structure. This indeed becomes very important as far as
the device miniaturization is concerned. We have studied
square lattice that are finite in the direction of propaga-
tion, but infinite in the transverse dimensions. It should
be considered that finite crystals simulations are impor-
tant due to crystals generally consist of a relatively small
number of unit cells in propagation direction [21]. The
preliminary PBG calculations have proved that the band
gap of the proposed photonic crystal splitter is mostly TE
mode as shown in Figure 3. If the same photonic crystal
structure scale down does not change the band gap, then
the frequency and wave vector will be reduced to the
same scale. In these simulations, the lattice constant
and delta (the difference in the refractive index of the
rods and substrate) are considered constant and the rod
radius is changed, to calculate the band gap of structure.

Figure 2: The frequency obtained from the dispersion relation of
cubic PhC lattice.
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Bandsolve module of RSOFT photonics CAD software has
been used to calculate the photonic crystal bandgap.
After designing the proposed structure, using Bandsolve
module the PWE simulation method is selected. With the
help of Scanner/Optimizer an independent variable
which is radius of rods has introduced. Band gap varia-
tions are considered for different values of radius. In the
following, the fixed step is selected and the minimum
and maximum values of the variable are 50 and 150 nm,
respectively, and the number of steps is 100. According to
this figure, for radius smaller than 50 nm, the width of
band gap is very small and is increased with moving
towards the larger quantities of the rod radius. For the
rod radius ranges from 70 to 120 nm, an optimal band
gap in the desired wavelength range is achieved. For
values larger than 100 nm, the PBG becomes narrower
and also gets out of the desired wavelength range.
Regarding with the communication bands, from E to U,
the radius of the rods should lie within 70 to 120 nm.

As seen in Figure 4, in the shaded frequency range of
0.32 < a=λ < 0.46, it is impossible to get the light

propagated within the structure. The allowed wave-
lengths range is from 1.34 μm < λ < 1.93 μm. This range
covers E, S, C, L, and U bands. Band C is of great
importance because of the 1.55 μm wavelength. Once
modulated by this wavelength, the signal is then sent
from the transmitter to the receiver. The presence of
dielectric rods in the structure would result in a reduced
light speed caused by the increased refractive index.
Furthermore, due to the transmission loss, a negligible
percentage of the input power is lost. Despite this trans-
mission loss, the proposed structure can be used in opti-
cal communication systems. This is because unlike other
previously reported structures, our device operates in a
much wider range of wavelengths.

4 All-optical 4-channel power
splitter

One of the major applications of photonic crystals, which
is the objective of the present paper, is their application
as power splitters. The purpose of this section is to intro-
duce some other nano-line defects by eliminating the
dielectric rods in order to design an all-optical 4-channel
power splitter. Figure 5 demonstrates the structure of the
proposed splitter.

When the light enters a defect, (a specific row), in our
2D photonic crystal, it encounters the lattice, and if its
wavelength is within the photonic band gap (e. g. the 1.55
μm wavelength), then the only permitted path for its
propagation is this specific row. In this condition, it can
propagate easily. When this light reaches the initial bend-
ing of the structure, it is divided into two equal parts.
Subsequently, as illustrated in Figure 5, by the light
passing through each of these 45 ̊ bends, it will reach
the proceeding bend on both sides of the photonic struc-
ture, and then the light power will split again.
Afterwards, the light will propagate through its

Figure 3: Photonic crystal
scanned gap map. Radius about
100 nm has large band gap and
placed in desired wavelength
range too.

Figure 4: Photonic crystal band structure of optimized structure: The
shaded area in the 0.32 < a=λ < 0.46 range represents the photonics
band gap of the structure.
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corresponding path in each channel up to the end and
finally exits from the structure.

In our simulations, the input power is normalized
to 1 and the waveform is considered as Gaussian, as
shown in Figure 5. In order to optimize the perfor-
mance of the proposed power splitter, the output of
each channel versus the rod radius is calculated. As
shown in Figure 6, there is an optimal light confine-
ment for a rod radius of 84 nm. This is more accurately
shown in Figure 7. Also, the mode propagation in the
optimized photonic crystal structure is illustrated in
Figure 8.

According to our calculations and numerical simu-
lations, the output power of channels 1 and 2 is to
24.5% and for channels 3 and 4 is 21% of the input
power. The power loss within the structure, which can
be caused by the transmission loss and the leakage of
light into the structure out of its propagation path, is
approximately 9% of the total input power. Table 1
compares our results with those of other previously
reported [22, 23]. The proposed 4-channel power splitter
can easily be upgraded to an 8, 16, or 32-channel
splitter.

Figure 5: The structure of proposed power splitter based on 2D
photonic crystal.

Figure 6: The power of each
output channel compared to the
input power of the power split-
ter versus radius.
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5 Conclusions

In the present paper, a photonic crystal band structure
with a square lattice is computed using the 2D PWE

method. Results of the numerical simulations indicate
that for the proposed photonic crystal structure with
optimized dimensions, a band gap is obtained in the
wavelength range of 1.34 μm< λ < 1.93 μm which covers
E, S, C, L, and U bands. By eliminating the rods in the
four arms of the structure and connecting the main initial
path to these newly created paths, an all-optical 4-chan-
nel power splitter is designed. Results of the numerical
simulation reveal that by coupling the light, with a wave-
length in the proposed wavelength range, into the main
initial path and transmitting it through each channel, the
power of output channels would be almost the same. The
output power of channels 1 and 2 equals to 24.5%. The
output power of channels 3 and 4 is 21% of the input
power, and the remaining 9% is lost in the structure as
the leakage power. Since the 1.55 μm wavelength is
within the band gap, i. e. the telecommunication band
C, this device can be used as a power splitter.
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Abstract
A wireless sensor network (WSN) consists of a large number of sensor nodes deployed over a geographical area and have
broad applications like environment monitoring, target tracking and surveillance. The unique characteristics of WSNs such as
limited bandwidth, computing capacity, data delivery delay and severe energy constraints make their designmore challenging.
A critical issue inWSN is the limited availability of energy and hence optimizing energy is very important. This paper proposes
an energy minimization technique based on queue threshold using N-policy M/M/1 queueing model of a sensor node in
a cluster acting as cluster member (CM) and cluster head (CH). We develop an analytical model of a cluster based sensor
network based on queue threshold using N-policy M/M/1 queueing model. The performance of the proposed model is
analysed in terms of average energy consumption and mean delay when the node acts as CM and CH. We also derive the
expression for the optimal value of queue threshold (N*) for which the node consumes minimum energy. Results show that
the average energy consumption savings is high when the node acts as CH when compared to node acting as CM and the
trade-off exist between the average energy consumption and mean delay is explored. We perform simulations and the results
obtained show that the simulation results match with the analytical results thus validating the accuracy of the approach.

Keywords Queue threshold · Energy · Mean delay · Cluster member · Cluster head

1 Introduction

WSNs have broad applications like environment monitoring,
target tracking and surveillance.UnlikeMobileAd-hocNET-
works (MANETs), WSNs are usually application-specific.
The unique characteristics of WSNs such as limited band-
width, computing capacity, data delivery delay and severe
energy constraints make their design more challenging. A
critical issue in wireless sensor networks is represented by
the limited availability of energy within the network and
hence optimizing energy is very important. Quan et al. in
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[1] explained the two major techniques for maximizing the
sensor network lifetime: the use of energy efficient routing
and the introduction of sleep/active modes for sensors. One
simplemethod proposed to prolong the lifetime of sensor net-
works is the introduction of active and sleepmodes for sensor
nodes. Carle et al. presented a good survey in [2] on energy
efficient area monitoring for sensor networks. The authors
have observed that the best method for conserving energy is
to turn off as many sensors as possible, while still keeping
the system functioning. Chiasserini and Garetto presented
an analytical model in [3] to analyze the system perfor-
mance in terms of network capacity, energy consumption
andmean delay, against the sensor dynamics in on/off modes
and found there exists trade-offs between energy consump-
tion and mean delay. Clustering is one important technique
by which the lifetime of the network is increased. Several
authors have proposed many works related to the formation
of cluster and electing the CH in a cluster. The authors in [4]
have proposed energy efficient routing between CHs which
is also highly important to prolong the network lifetime.

Clustered sensor networks is mainly segregated into two
major types; homogeneous and heterogeneous sensor net-
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Fig. 1 Homogeneous WSN with multiple clusters

works. In homogeneous networks all the sensor nodes are
unique in terms of energy in battery and complexity in the
hardware [5]. But heterogeneous sensor networks (HSNs)
consists of two physically different types of sensor nodes and
several recent papers [6–10] have studied about HSNs and
these literatures showed that HSNs can significantly improve
sensor network performance but increases deployment cost
when compared to homogeneous sensor network [11]. The
authors in [12–19] proposed a novel energy minimization
technique based on queue threshold which is widely used
technique for delay insensitive WSN applications to prolong
the network lifetime.

In this paper, a homogeneous WSN is considered where
clusters are formed as shown in Fig. 1. In each cluster, a
node with highest energy level is chosen as cluster head (CH)
and other nodes in a cluster act as Cluster Members (CM)
and hence a sensor node in a cluster acts as CM or CH.
Here, we propose an energy minimization technique based
on queue threshold using N-policy M/M/1 queueing model
of a sensor node in a cluster acting asCMandCH.Wedevelop
an analytical model of a cluster based sensor network based
on queue threshold using N-policyM/M/1 queueingmodel.
The performance of the proposed model is analysed in terms
of average energy consumption and mean delay when the
node acts as CM and CH. We also derive the expression for
the optimal value of queue threshold (N*) for which the node
consumes minimum energy.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Sect. 2,
we present the system model. In Sect. 3, we present the
performance analysis and provide numerical solutions for
determining the mean delay, average energy consumption of
a sensor node in a cluster and the optimum queue threshold
value (N*). Section 4 describes the simulation model and
the results and discussion for the sensor node acting as CM

Fig. 2 A Cluster in WSN

and CH are presented in Sect. 5. In Sect. 6, we provide the
conclusions and future work.

2 Systemmodel

A cluster in WSN considered for analysis is shown in Fig. 2.
In this cluster, all the sensors (CMs and CH) during its period
of active time will be either in IDLE state or BUSY state. A
sensor node in a cluster, during its period of active time,
remains in IDLE state, switches to BUSY state when the
node’s buffer is filled at least with threshold number of pack-
ets (N) and the node switches back fromBUSY state to IDLE
state when there are no packets in the buffer [14–20]. Dur-
ing BUSY state, the sensors deliver the packets from CM to
CH or from CH to base station (BS). The switching actions
between IDLE state to BUSY state and BUSY state to IDLE
state are referred to as transitions. The following assumptions
are made for analysis:

• All sensor nodes in WSN are identical
• The arrival of data packets to sensor nodes when acting
as CM and CH is assumed to follow a Poisson process
with mean arrival rate per node λ1 and λ2 respectively

• All CMs transmit data directly to CH
• When the sensor node in a cluster acts as CM, it generates
data only through sensing and CM does not receive any
data from nearby nodes

• When the sensor node in a cluster acts as CH, theCHgen-
erates data by sensing the information and also receives
multiple data from nearby CMs
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Fig. 3 Two-state transition of a sensor node in IDLE state and BUSY
state

• The arrival rate λ2 � λ1 because the arrival rate of the
node acting asCH receivemultiple data fromnearbyCMs
in a cluster

• Packets are delivered from CM to CH or from CH to BS
with mean service time (1/μ)

• There is no channel contention
• Buffer capacity is infinite
• Buffer is assumed to be empty whenever the sensor node
switches from sleep to active state

3 Performance analysis

As mentioned in Sect. 2, a sensor node in a cluster, during
its period of active time, remains in IDLE state, switches
to BUSY state when the node’s buffer is filled at least with
threshold number of packets (N) and the node switches back
from BUSY state to IDLE state when there are no packets in
the buffer. The two-state transition diagram of a sensor node
in IDLE state and BUSY state is shown in Fig. 3 [14–17].

The performance of the single sensor node acting as Case
(a) CM and Case (b) CH is analyzed based on N-Policy
M/M/1 queueing model in terms of the following parame-
ters.

3.1 Mean delay

Mean delay experienced by the packets in a sensor node is
defined as the average waiting time of the packets in the
queue. To determine themean delay experienced by the pack-
ets in a sensor node, the two-state transition diagram of a
sensor node that switches from IDLE state to BUSY state
and vice-versa shown in Fig. 3 is considered. For the above
said analytical model, the following notations are used.

n Number of packets in the sensor node’s buffer
N Threshold number of packets
M Number of sensor nodes in a cluster
λ1 Mean arrival rate of data per node acting as CM
λ2 Mean arrival rate of data per node acting as CH
μ Mean service rate

PI(n) Probability that the sensor is in IDLE state when there
are ‘n’ packets

PB(n) Probability that the sensor is inBUSYstatewhen there
are ‘n’ packets

PI Steady state probability that the sensor is in IDLE state
PB Steady state probability that the sensor is in BUSY

state
L Mean number of packets in the sensor node’s buffer

Wq Mean waiting time of the packets in the queue

The steady state balance equations obtained for the analytical
model as shown in Fig. 3 are given by equations from (1) to
(5).

(λ1 + λ2) PI (0) = μPB (1) (1)

(λ1 + λ2) PI (n) = (λ1 + λ2) PI (n − 1) ; 1

≤ n ≤ N − 1 (2)

(λ1 + λ2 + μ)PB (1) = μPB (2) (3)

(λ1 + λ2 + μ)PB (n) = μPB (n + 1)

+ (λ1 + λ2)PB (n − 1) ; n ≥ 2& n �= N (4)

(λ1 + λ2 + μ)PB (N) = μPB (N + 1)

+ (λ1 + λ2)PB (N − 1) + (λ1 + λ2)PI (N − 1) (5)

Solving the equations from (1) to (5), it is found that

PI(n) = −1
ρ PB(1)0 ≤ n ≤ N − 1 (6)

PB(n) = 1 − ρn

1 − ρ
PB(1) ; 1 ≤ n ≤ N (7)

PB(n) = ρn−N(1 − ρN)

1 − ρ
PB(1) ; n > N (8)

where

ρ = (λ1 + λ2)

μ
(9)

and

PB(1) = ρ(1 − ρ)

N
(10)

ρ is called the utilization factor and it is always less than
unity. The steady state probability that the sensor in IDLE
state (PI) is determined as,

PI = 1 − ρ (11)

The steady state probability that the sensor in BUSY state
(PB) is determined as,

PB = ρ (12)
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The mean number of packets in the sensor (L) is given by

L =
N−1∑

n=1

nPI(n) +
∞∑

n=1

nPB(n) (13)

and hence by using (6), (7) and (8) in (13), L is reduced as

L = N − 1

2
+ ρ

1 − ρ
(14)

The mean waiting time of the packets in the queue (Wq) is
obtained and it is given by,

Wq = N − 1

2 (λ1 + λ2)
+ ρ

μ − λ1 − λ2
(15)

3.2 Average energy consumption of a sensor node

To determine the average energy consumption of a sensor
node during its period of active time, the following param-
eters are considered that are associated with the energy
consumption of a sensor node during transmission [14–19]:

CH Energy consumption due to transmission of a packet
from a sensor node to CH in joules

CT Energy consumption due to transitions and synchro-
nization in joules

E(N) Average energy consumption of a sensor node in joules
E[I ] Average duration of time the sensor node is in IDLE

state
E[C ] Average duration of cycle
Ncy Number of cycles per unit time

Probability that the sensor node in IDLE state (PI) can be
defined as the ratio of the average duration of time the sen-
sor node is in IDLE state to the average duration of cycle.
Therefore, PI can be written as,

PI = E[I]

E[C]
(16)

where E[I] can be expressed as,

E [I] = N

(λ1 + λ2)
(17)

Using (11) and (17) in (16), it is found that

E [C] = N

(λ1 + λ2) (1 − ρ)
(18)

The number of cycles per unit time (Ncy) is given by

Ncy = 1

E[C]
(19)

Using (18) in (19), Ncy is obtained as,

Ncy = (λ1 + λ2) (1 − ρ)

N
(20)

Now, the average energy consumption of a sensor node E(N)
can be expressed as,

E(N) =
(
CH

L

Ncy
+ CT

)
Ncy (21)

By substituting (14) and (20) in (21), the average energy
consumption of a sensor node E(N) is obtained and it is given
by

E (N) = CH

(
N − 1

2
+ ρ

1 − ρ

)
+CT

(
(λ1 + λ2) (1 − ρ)

N

)

(22)

3.3 Optimal threshold value (N∗) of N

The optimal threshold value (N∗) is the value of N for which
the sensor node consumes minimum energy and it is deter-
mined by using the following condition.

E(N) − E(N + 1) < 0 (23)

Using Eq. (22), the optimal threshold value (N∗) based on
the condition given by equation (23), is determined as,

N∗ = 0.5

(√
8CT (λ1 + λ2) (1 − ρ)

CH
+ 1 − 1

)
(24)

4 Simulationmodel

In this section, the simulationmodel is presented.Mica2mote
specifications are considered for forming a WSN. Simula-
tions are performed for a cluster in WSN by considering the
following two different cases.

Case (a): Sensor node acting as CM
When the sensor node in a cluster acts asCM, thenλ1 alone

is considered and λ2 = 0 since the CM does not receive any
data from nearby CMs in a cluster.

Case (b): Sensor node acting as CH
When the sensor node in a cluster acts as CH, both λ1

and λ2are considered since the CH generates data by sensing
the information and also receive multiple data from nearby
CMs. In this case, λ2 � λ1 because the arrival rate of the
node acting as CH receive multiple data from nearby CMs in
a cluster.

Simulations are performed for a cluster inWSNby assum-
ing various parameters as mentioned in Tables 1, 2 and 3.
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Table 1 Cluster specifications

Mean arrival rate per node (packets/sec) acting as
CM (λ1)

1–3

Mean arrival rate per node (packets/sec) acting as
CH (λ1 + λ2)

30

Mean service time per packet (1/μ) (msec) 15

Number of sensor nodes in a cluster 10–15

Number of clusters in WSN 8

Threshold number of packets 1–40

Table 2 Time and current specification of Mica2 mote

Operation Time (sec) I (mA)

Initialize radio 350E-6 6

Turn on radio 1.5E-3 1

Switch to transmit mode 250E-6 15

Transmit 1 byte 416E-6 20

Table 3 Power & Other specifications

Battery (V) 3

Data rate (Kbaud) 38.4

Preamble length (bytes) 271

Packet length (bytes) 36

Radio off (μA) 20

The values of CT and CH from Tables 1, 2 and 3 are deter-
mined as CT = 6.9 mJ and CH = 0.8 mJ [14–20]. Results
are obtained by varying the mean arrival rate per node and
threshold number of packets to determine the mean delay
experienced by the packets per sensor node in a cluster, aver-
age number of cycles and average energy consumption of a
sensor node under different cases i.e., sensor node acting as
(a) cluster member and (b) CH. Simulation results show that
the average number of cycles is more when the node acts as
CH when compared to the node acts as cluster member with
respect to the threshold value N. The average energy con-
sumption saving (%) is high when the node acts as CH when
compared to the node acts as cluster member with respect to
the threshold value N but with increase in mean delay. Also,
minimum energy is consumed for optimal threshold valueN∗
when the node acts as cluster member and CH. It is observed
that the (%) saving in energy consumption is maximum for
the optimal threshold value in both the cases.

5 Results and discussion

In this section, the simulation and analytical results are pre-
sented. Simulation and analytical results are taken to find

Fig. 4 Case (a)—queue threshold (N) versus mean delay (m sec)

Fig. 5 Case (b)—queue threshold (N) versus mean delay (m sec)

the mean delay, number of cycles per second and the aver-
age energy consumption of a sensor node by varying the
queue threshold (N) and mean arrival rate per node as 3
when the node act as CM and 30 packets/sec when the node
acts as CH. From Figs. 4 and 5, it is observed that the mean
delay increases linearly as queue threshold increases because
the packets have to wait until the threshold value is reached
and the packets have to wait for more time when threshold
increases when the sensor node acts as CM and CH. Figure 5
also shows the mean delay is less when the arrival rate per
node increases from 3 to 30 when the node acts as CH. This
is due to the reason that buffer is filled with threshold number
of packets within a small duration of time for higher arrival
rate and hence packets need not wait for higher time.

From Figs. 6 and 7, it is inferred that the average number
of cycles reduces as the value of N increases when the sensor
node acts as CM and CH. Here, the transitions from IDLE
state to BUSY state and vice versa in a sensor node is less
when the queue threshold is high because the time taken for
the buffer to be filled with threshold number of packets for
high value of N is more when compared to that for a low
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Fig. 6 Case (a)—queue threshold (N) versus average number of
cycles/unit time

Fig. 7 Case (b)—queue threshold (N) versus average number of
cycles/unit time

value of N. Hence the average number of cycles is reduced
when N increases. Also from Fig. 7, in the case of node
acting as CH, the average number of cycles increases as the
mean arrival rate per node in a cluster increases becausewhen
the arrival rate increases, the buffer is filled with threshold
number of packets quickly thus resulting in increased number
of transitions.

The average energy consumption of a node is determined
for various values of N for the node acting as CM and CH is
shown in Figs. 8 and 9 and it is inferred that, as N increases,
the average energy consumption per node decreases and then
increases and minimum energy is consumed for the optimal
threshold. The optimal threshold value (N∗) using Eq. (24)
for mean arrival rate per node of 3 packets/sec and 30 pack-
ets/sec is 8 and 16 respectively when the node acts as CM
and CH.

Fig. 8 Case (a)—queue threshold (N) versus average energy consump-
tion (mJ) showing minimum energy consumption at optimal threshold

Fig. 9 Case (b)—queue threshold (N) versus average energy consump-
tion (mJ) showing minimum energy consumption at optimal threshold

Figures 10 and 11 shows the energy consumption sav-
ings (%) for different values of N for both case (a) and case
(b). By assuming N = 4, N∗ = 8 and N = 12 and mean
arrival rate per node = 3 packets/sec when the node acts as
CM, the energy consumption savings (%) is determined and
it is found to be 68, 73 and 70% respectively when com-
pared to no threshold condition (i.e., N = 1). Similarly, by
assuming N = 8, N∗ = 16 and N = 24 and mean arrival
rate per node = 30 packets/sec when the node acts as CH,
the energy consumption savings (%) is determined and it is
found to be 85, 88 and 87% respectively when compared to
no threshold condition. It is inferred that the (%) saving in
energy consumption is maximum for the optimal threshold
value (N∗) = 8 and 16 when the node acts as CM and CH
respectively.

Though the average energy consumption of the node is
reduced by introducing queue threshold when compared to
no threshold condition, it increases mean delay for both the
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